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1 ABSTRACT 

The Design, Build, Fly University of Arizona 2020 design team developed a remote-controlled aircraft for 

the international 2020 American Institute of Aeronautics and Astronautics Design/Build/Fly competition on 

April 16-19 in Wichita, Kansas. The design emphasized speed, cargo carrying capacity, as well as 

deployment and detachment of a banner.  

The team constructed a 58-inch wingspan, low-wing, T-tail aircraft with twin engines. The design features 

an integrated passenger bay inside the fuselage with oversized control surfaces for improved 

maneuverability when carrying many passengers. A banner deployment and detachment mechanism 

allows for a banner to deploy mid-flight and detach from the aircraft before landing. The twin-engine 

configuration provides sufficient stability and properly orients the banner in flight. Large propellers provide 

both ample thrust for multiple mission types and turbulent flow over the wings for prolonged lift 

generation.  

Preliminary prototyping and flight testing verified the design as stable and flightworthy. Final testing 

evaluated and optimized propulsion, structures, and payload systems and enhanced mission scoring 

potential. 

2 ACRONYMS AND NOMENCLATURE 

Acronym Definition Parameter Definition 

AIAA 
American Institute of 

Aeronautics and Astronautics 
T/W Thrust Loading 

DBF Design Build Fly W/S Wing Loading 

RC Remote Control Cl Coefficient of Lift 

CAD Computer Aided Design Cd Coefficient of Drag 

NASA 
National Aeronautics and 

Space Administration 
Cm Coefficient of Moment 

NACA 
National Advisory Committee 

for Aeronautics 
𝝆 Density 

ESC Electronic Speed Controller 𝑽 Velocity 

LiPo Lithium Polymer S Planform Area 

CG Center of Gravity P Power 

NP Neutral Point L/D Lift to Drag Ratio 

AGL Above Ground Level RPM Revolutions Per Minute 

Rx Receiver Kv RPM/volt 

Tx Transmitter α Angle of Attack 

FEA Finite Element Analysis SM Static Margin 

ABS Acrylonitrile Butadiene Styrene Propwash 

Turbulent air from the 

propellers that flows over the 

planform 

Table 2-1 Acronyms and Nomenclature 

 



3 EXECUTIVE SUMMARY  

This report details the design, manufacturing, and testing processes used by the University of Arizona in 

the 2020 AIAA Design Build Fly competition. Our team, named Daedalus, built our aircraft, called Icarus, 

to carry or tow payloads while maintaining agility and speed in flight.  

3.1 DESCRIPTION OF SELECTED DESIGN 
A monoplane configuration with a low, rectangular wing, a T-tail, and tricycle landing gear will be used for 

the competition. The aircraft was designed for high structural integrity and propulsive power, as well as a 

low weight. These characteristics will help it achieve quicker lap times while carrying greater payloads. 

The simplicity of the configuration aids in iterative manufacturing and reliability with a light weight, while 

the T-tail provides clearance for the banner and its deployment mechanisms. A 58-inch wingspan was 

chosen to maximize lift and payload carrying capabilities, and a pair of motors will be used to increase 

excess power for maneuvers. The non-retractable tricycle landing gear is lightweight and reliable, further 

complementing the overall lightweight design. Dedicated mechanisms control the deployment and release 

of the banner to help ensure reliable completion of the third flight mission. 

3.2 REPORT OVERVIEW 
The Management Summary displays the organization of the program and team, as well as a detailed 

milestone chart to track the progress of the aircraft’s design and build. The Conceptual Design of the 

aircraft creates design requirements based on an analysis of the competition scoring. To optimize mission 

scores, speed is sacrificed to increase payload carrying capacity to 12 passengers and a 2’ x 6’ banner. 

For Preliminary Design, the aircraft design is simulated using XFLR5 to estimate performance. Using a 

NACA 6412 airfoil, the plane is expected to generate 12.23 lbs of lift and 0.81 lbs of drag in cruise, with a 

static margin of 13.57%. 

The Detailed Design will describe the design of the aircraft in depth, including drawings. Overall, the 

aircraft has a wingspan of 58 in, a top speed of 40 mph, a minimum safety factor of 3, and a weight of 6.5 

lbs. The Manufacturing Plan will detail the process of the plane construction. The structure is mostly 

balsa, which will be dry-fit and epoxied into place, finished with a Monokote skin. The Testing Plan will 

overview flight tests and testing procedures. A pre-flight checklist is strictly followed, and competition flight 

conditions are simulated as best as possible. The Performance Results section compares the tested 

performance to the predicted performance. Overall, competitive scores in mission 1 and the ground 

mission are expected, while steps are currently being taken to ensure success in the other missions. 

3.3 SYSTEM CAPABILITIES AND PERFORMANCE 
The following describes the primary performance features of the aircraft: 

• Cruise velocity of 52.49 ft/s || Carries 12 passengers with luggage || Tows a 2’ x 6’ banner 

Thus far, Icarus has proved its concept, and has undergone successful testing and iterative design.  



4 MANAGEMENT SUMMARY 

Team Daedalus is composed of 11 undergraduate members, 6 of which are seniors. 6 of our members 

have experience building RC aircraft through the AIAA University of Arizona Student Chapter. Our team is 

led by students and guided by two advisors with both academic and industry experience. 

4.1 PROGRAM ORGANIZATION 
The DBF 2020 team is composed of 11 undergraduate members, 6 of which are seniors. 6 of our 

members have experience building RC aircraft through the AIAA University of Arizona Student Chapter. 

Our team is led by students and guided by two advisors with both academic and industry experience. 

Our team’s structure was driven by the interaction between each subsystem, especially the 

aerodynamics, structures, and propulsion subsystems.  Our organizational chart is shown in Figure 4-1 

detailing the personnel responsible for each role.  

 

Figure 4-1 Daedalus Program Organization Chart 

 

Team Lead:  Collaborate in all sub-team activities and ensure design is on track to meet mission 

requirements. 



Propulsion / Avionics: Selects appropriate battery/motor configuration based on thrust requirements. 

Safely integrates electrical components, testing to ensure motors/battery/servos work in conjunction. 

Fulfills powerplant requirements to achieve desirable flight performance and meet mission requirements. 

Aerodynamics: Compares various airfoils and determines which produces the most effective 

aerodynamic coefficients that help satisfy the mission objectives. Shares aerodynamic studies and data 

with the Propulsion/Avionics lead and Structures lead to create the most optimal design. Determines if 

aircraft configurations are feasible based on aerodynamic analysis. 

Controls: Conducts trade studies of different control surface configurations and determines control 

surface sizing. Analyzes changes in loading conditions to ensure longitudinal and directional stability. 

Works with the Aerodynamics lead and Propulsion/Avionics lead to determine servo selection and 

placement. 

Structures: Creates CAD models of aircraft skeleton, wing, and other structural components. Determines 

which aircraft and wing configurations will meet wing loading requirements developed from coefficient of 

lift plots, which will reduce the likelihood of structural damage or failure.  

Landing Gear & Payload: Studies different landing gear configurations and selects one that guarantees 

safe take off, landing, and ground maneuvers. Manufactures payload and ensures optimal payload 

placement. Coordinates with Structures lead to ensure proper integration of payload and secure 

attachment of the landing gear assembly. 

Prototype / Integration: Construct foam prototypes and layout integration of system components. 

Manufacturing: Produce balsa parts to create aircraft from system designs. 

Flight Test: Execute the flight test plans as specified in the Flight Test Plans. 

4.2 MILESTONE CHART 
A milestone chart was created at the start of the project to organize important administrative, 

manufacturing, testing, and competition deadlines. The team lead and subsystem leads adhered closely 

to the schedule to ensure our goals were met. The chart is shown in Figure 4-2. 



 

Figure 4-2 Daedalus Team Milestone Chart 

4.3 BUDGET 
Table 4-1 and Table 4-2 show our itemized budget for competition and our project budget for all of our 

planned prototypes. We needed to secure funding ourselves, so we presented funding proposals to both 

the University of Arizona Department of Aerospace and Mechanical Engineering and the AIAA Tucson 

Chapter. Our secured funding is shown in Table 4-3. 

 



4.3.1 ITEMIZED BUDGET FOR COMPETITION 

 

Table 4-1 Itemized Budget for Competition 

4.3.2 PROJECT BUDGET 

 

Table 4-2 Project Budget 

AIAA DBF Travel Budget Price($)

3 Rooms

10 People Total

5 Nights Total

3 Vehicles

10 Passengers Total

Cargo: Competition 

Aircraft and Supplies

2,022 Miles Roundtrip

17-22 MPG Average

10 People Total

5 Days Total

2 Meals/Day

$10 Per Meal

3,300.00$ 

1,000.00$   

900.00$     

1,400.00$   

Hotel

Gas

Food

DBF Travel Budget Total

Propulsion/Electronics Quantity/Packs Price ($)

Motors (FlightLine 3648-880 kV Brushless) 6 250.00$     

Propellers (APC 11x7) 6 25.00$       

ESCs (40A) 4 120.00$     

Batteries (Zippy 5800 mAh 4 Cell) 2 140.00$     

Servos (x10) 2 40.00$       

Pushrod (x10) 3 30.00$       

605.00$    

Structures Quantity/Packs Price ($)

Balsa Wood As needed 150.00$     

Monokote 4 60.00$       

Slow-Cure Epoxy 3 40.00$       

Pre-Assembled Landing Gear 2 60.00$       

Landing Gear Fasteners (x15) 1 10.00$       

Foamboard 20 25.00$       

Banner 2 200.00$     

PLA 1.75 mm Filament 1 25.00$       

570.00$    

Team Polos Quantity Price ($)

Custom Polos with AIAA and DBF Logo 15 614.70$     

614.70$    

1,789.70$ 

Total

Total

AIAA DBF Project Budget Total

Total



4.4 SECURED FUNDING 

 

Table 4-3 Secured Funding 

5 CONCEPTUAL DESIGN 

During conceptual design, the team performed key analyses of the competition requirements and scoring 

criteria to develop initial design ideas. Several approaches were evaluated, both in vehicle design and in 

mission prioritization, all to maximize mission completion potential while minimizing project risk. The final 

conceptual design in presented in Section 5.6. 

5.1 MISSION REQUIREMENTS 
The primary mission objective for the American Institute of Aeronautics and Astronautics Design, Build, 

Fly (DBF) 2020 competition is to design, fabricate, and demonstrate a radio-controlled aircraft that is 

unmanned and electric-powered. This year’s overall task is to design, manufacture, and a test a banner 

towing bush plane that is both capable of carrying passengers and luggage and capable of deploying a 

banner mid-flight and then detaching it from the plane prior to landing. 

Our general mission objectives describe the constraints imposed on the overall form and function of our 

aircraft. First, our maximum wingspan is set at 5 feet and our maximum weight is 55 lbs. The supporting 

equipment for the banner such as the deployment mechanism must be installed during all the flights, and 

a secondary transmitter can be used to control the banner deployment sequence. As detailed later, our 

second mission involves carrying as many passengers and their accompanying luggage as possible while 

completing laps of the flight circuit as quickly as possible. The second part of our overall mission is to 

successfully deploy and detach a banner in-flight and keep the banner oriented upright during flight. A 

combination of the plane’s performance during the payload and banner missions determines the majority 

of the scoring for the competition. Our global objective is to maximize our overall score which is a function 

of our written report score and our four missions scores.  

5.2 MISSION SCORING 
The team’s overall DBF score will be a function of the mission scores and the design report score. The 

scoring scheme is detailed below: 

𝐷𝐵𝐹 𝑆𝑐𝑜𝑟𝑒 = (𝑀1 +𝑀2 +𝑀3 + 𝐺𝑀) ∗ (𝐷𝑒𝑠𝑖𝑔𝑛 𝑅𝑒𝑝𝑜𝑟𝑡 𝑆𝑐𝑜𝑟𝑒) (3 − 1) 

where M1 is the score received for Mission 1, M2 is the score received for Mission 2, M3 is the score 

received for Mission 3, and GM is the score received for the ground mission. 

AIAA DBF Current Funding Price ($)

AIAA Tucson Professional Chapter 500.00$     

AIAA Tucson Professional Chapter (for Polos) 300.00$     

Dept. Aerospace and Mechanical Engineering 675.00$     

Total 1,475.00$ 



5.2.1 MISSION 1 

Our first of three flight missions consists of a test flight with no payload. In this mission, the aircraft must 

takeoff within a 20-foot runway constraint and complete 3 laps of the flight circuit. The flight circuit is in a 

racetrack configuration with two 1000-foot straight segments and semicircles connecting the two parallel 

straight segments. On the straight segment that is not colinear with the runway, there is a 360 degree turn 

that must be completed. The flight circuit is illustrated later in Figure 5-5. There is a time limit of 5 minutes 

to complete 3 laps, not including landing. In order to complete Mission 1 and receive a score, we must 

complete a successful landing without bouncing when touching down on the runway. If we complete this 

mission successfully, we will receive a score value of M1 = 1. 

5.2.2 MISSION 2 

For our second of three flight missions, we must load both the passengers and luggage onto the plane. 

The goal of this mission is to complete 3 laps of the flight circuit in the shortest time possible with as many 

passengers and luggage items as possible. Each passenger must have one accompanying luggage item 

either directly in front or directly behind them. The maximum allowed time for this mission is 5 minutes. 

After completing 3 laps, the aircraft must complete a successful landing without bouncing in order to be 

eligible to receive a score. The score for Mission 2 is defined as: 

𝑀2 = 1 +
#𝑝𝑎𝑠𝑠𝑒𝑛𝑔𝑒𝑟𝑠/𝑡𝑖𝑚𝑒

𝑚𝑎𝑥𝑖𝑚𝑢𝑚(#𝑝𝑎𝑠𝑠𝑒𝑛𝑔𝑒𝑟𝑠/𝑡𝑖𝑚𝑒)
 (3 − 2) 

where 𝑚𝑎𝑥𝑖𝑚𝑢𝑚(#𝑝𝑎𝑠𝑠𝑒𝑛𝑔𝑒𝑟𝑠/𝑡𝑖𝑚𝑒) is the highest achieved #𝑝𝑎𝑠𝑠𝑒𝑛𝑔𝑒𝑟𝑠/𝑡𝑖𝑚𝑒 score of all competing 

teams.  

Therefore, our aircraft’s design must optimize for both speed and carrying capacity. Mission 2 is our most 

critical mission, considering that 3 sets of passengers/luggage items will weigh just under a pound. 

Therefore, we must prioritize our design variables for weight as well as for flight speed. Mission 2, as well 

as every other mission, must be completed with the banner towing, deployment, and detachment systems 

installed on the aircraft, but Missions 1 and 2 do not require the banner to be installed. 

5.2.3 MISSION 3 

For the third and final flight mission, we must install the banner onto the aircraft and unload the 

passengers and accompanying luggage. With only the banner installed, the aircraft must takeoff within 20 

feet. At the first turn, the banner must be deployed using a secondary transmitter. Our goal is to complete 

as many laps as possible within a 10-minute window with the banner deployed. During the last lap, the 

banner must be detached from the aircraft in-flight when crossing the finish line. A successful landing 

without bouncing is required to obtain a score for this mission. The score for Mission 03 is defined as: 

𝑀3 = 2 +
#𝑙𝑎𝑝𝑠 ∗  𝑏𝑎𝑛𝑛𝑒𝑟 𝑙𝑒𝑛𝑔𝑡ℎ

𝑚𝑎𝑥𝑖𝑚𝑢𝑚(#𝑙𝑎𝑝𝑠 ∗ 𝑏𝑎𝑛𝑛𝑒𝑟 𝑙𝑒𝑛𝑔𝑡ℎ)
 (3 − 3) 



where 𝑚𝑎𝑥𝑖𝑚𝑢𝑚(#𝑙𝑎𝑝𝑠 ∗  𝑏𝑎𝑛𝑛𝑒𝑟 𝑙𝑒𝑛𝑔𝑡ℎ) is the highest achieved #𝑙𝑎𝑝𝑠 ∗  𝑏𝑎𝑛𝑛𝑒𝑟 𝑙𝑒𝑛𝑔𝑡ℎ score of all 

competing teams.  

The banner must be at least 10 inches long and have a maximum aspect ratio of 5. With a projected 

wingspan of 4’ 10”, we believe our aircraft will be more than large enough to accommodate a much larger 

banner than what is specified in the requirements. 

5.2.4 GROUND MISSION 

The ground mission is a timed ground demonstration of the aircraft’s and crew’s ability to perform 

Missions 2 and 3. The ground mission begins with the aircraft fully configured inside a 10’ x 10’ “mission 

box” without the payload or banner installed. After the competition official starts the timer, one member of 

the team that is designated as the assembly crew member runs to the aircraft and loads the passengers 

and the luggage into the aircraft. When the aircraft is fully loaded, the pilot will check all control surfaces 

for expected functionality. Next, the assembly crew member will go back to the mission box and remove 

all passengers and luggage. Then, the banner will be installed, and the pilot will check all control surfaces 

for expected functionality. Finally, the assembly crew member will hold the aircraft vertically with the nose 

up and the pilot will command the banner to be deployed and then subsequently command the banner to 

be detached to finish the mission. The score for the ground mission is defined as: 

𝐺𝑀 = 𝑡𝑖𝑚𝑒𝑚𝑖𝑛/𝑡𝑖𝑚𝑒𝑁 (3 − 4) 

where 𝑡𝑖𝑚𝑒𝑚𝑖𝑛 is the fastest time for all teams and 𝑡𝑖𝑚𝑒𝑁 is the time for our team. 

5.3 MISSION SCORING SENSITIVITY ANALYSIS 
To understand which mission requirements are more important for scoring well at competition, we 

performed a sensitivity analysis on the scoring systems for Missions 1 through 3 and the Ground Mission. 

For Mission 1, we will obtain a score of 1 if we complete the mission successfully, which is to demonstrate 

the flight capability of our unloaded aircraft. If we fail to complete the mission, we will receive a score of 0 

and will not be able to continue to the other missions. 

For Mission 2, we assumed that the maximum flight velocity that the fastest aircraft at competition would 

achieve is 60 mph. We also assumed that the maximum number of passengers an aircraft at competition 

would carry is 20. With these assumptions, we used Equation (3 − 2) to construct the contour plot shown 

in Figure 5-1 depicting the Mission 2 score as function of the both the number of passengers our plane 

carries and the velocity at which we will be in cruise. We also plotted our expected flight velocity of 35 

mph and our expected passenger carrying capacity of 12. With these assumptions we would achieve a 

score of about 1.35 for Mission 2. The power in constructing a contour plot is the ability to see how much 

we would need to change our design parameters to achieve a higher score. For instance, to increase our 

Mission 2 score by 10% from our expected score, we will need to either carry an additional 5 passengers 

plus their luggage or fly 15 mph faster. Both options have consequences for our design, but we believe 



adding more passengers to our aircraft is slightly more feasible, considering our weight budget discussed 

later in Section 6.4.1. 

 

Figure 5-1 Mission 2 Sensitivity Analysis 

Similarly, we performed a sensitivity analysis on the Mission 3 scoring system. With the assumption that 

the maximum flight velocity that the fastest aircraft at competition would achieve is 60 mph, we calculated 

that the maximum number of laps completed by that aircraft around the approximately 3730-foot course 

circuit is 14. We also assumed that the maximum banner length towed by an aircraft at competition would 

be 12 feet. This would make the maximum banner height 2.4 feet, for an aspect ratio of 5. Using these 

assumptions, we used Equation (3 − 3) to construct the contour plot of the Mission 3 score as a function 

of both the banner length and the number of laps completed. This contour plot is shown in Figure 5-2.  

Also plotted is our expected score assuming that we would carry a banner 6 feet long and fly at a velocity 

of 35 mph. This velocity would allow us to complete 8 laps of the course circuit. Thus, we expect to obtain 

a score of about 2.29 for Mission 3 considering our current assumptions. From the contour plot, we can 

see that to increase our Mission 3 score by 10% from our current expected score, we need to either 

lengthen our banner by 5 feet or fly 30 mph faster. Again, we believe that flying faster is not as feasible as 

our other options for increasing our score, since flying faster will require more powerful engines, a heavier 

battery, and perhaps a larger plane. 



 

Figure 5-2 Mission 3 Sensitivity Analysis 

Our last sensitivity analysis was conducted on the Ground Mission scoring system. Using Equation (3 −

4) and assuming that the minimum time at competition for a team to complete the ground mission is 60 

seconds, we constructed the plot shown in Figure 5-3. Figure 5-3 shows us that our Ground Mission 

score decays proportionally to the inverse of our ground mission time. This result emphasizes that we 

need to have a very competitive ground mission time at competition to score well. If we were to take twice 

as long as the fastest team, we will get a score of 0.5. If we were to take four times as long, we will get a 

score of 0.25. Thus, we need to make sure that we can load and unload the passengers and luggage as 

quickly as possible. We also need to make the banner deployment and detachment system as efficient as 

possible. Therefore, it is crucial that the ground crew and the pilot collaborate well during competition and 

that we practice this mission multiple times before competition to be as fast as possible. 



 

Figure 5-3 Ground Mission Sensitivity Analysis 

5.4 SYSTEM DESIGN REQUIREMENTS 
Previously discussed analysis of mission requirement and objective facilitated the development of lower 

level system and design requirements. The most critical design requirements were selected as the basis 

for establishing vehicle design parameters, as shown in Table 5-1. 

Key Requirement Generalized Goals Design Parameters 

Takeoff Length = 20 ft. Short Takeoff CL,max, Wingspan, T/W, Aspect Ratio 

2.5g Wingtip Load Test Structure must support 
wingspan requirement 

without failing loading test. 

W/S, Wingspan, Structural Stiffness 

Complete 3 Laps in 5 Minutes Demonstrate 
flightworthiness and speed. 

T/W, Drag, Stability 

Stow, Deploy, and Detach 
Banner 

As many laps as possible with 
longest banner possible. 

Demonstrate sustained 
banner towing capacity with 

stable flight dynamics. 

Stability, Drag, Power Available, 
Cruise Speed 

Carry Passengers and 
Luggage 

3 laps with as many passengers 
as possible as fast as possible. 

Demonstrate the nexus 
between cargo carrying 

capacity and speed. 

T/W, CL, L/D, Power Available, 
Cruise Speed 

Table 5-1 Correlation of Mission Requirements and System Design Requirements 

5.4.1 SENSITIVITY OF DESIGN PARAMETERS 

Figure 5-4 depicts the effects of varying four of the important design parameters identified as the most 

critical for mission completion. 



 

Figure 5-4 Sensitivity of Design Parameters 

Key conclusions from Figure 5-4 include: 

• Flight velocity is more important than wing loading capacity when considering the number of laps 

we will be able to complete in the 10 minutes given for Mission 2. 

• Sacrificing coefficient of lift and chord length may be beneficial for the overall mission score 

considering an increase in speed will increase our score more than increasing our payload 

capacity would. 

• Saving weight by designing for the minimum required wing loading, as determined by our cargo 

carrying capacity, may help the aircraft both fly faster and weigh less. 

5.4.2 CONCEPT OF SYSTEM OPERATIONS 

A schematic of our concept of operations illustrating the system’s flight-day requirements on the flight 

circuit are shown in Figure 5-5. 



 

Figure 5-5 Concept of Operations 

5.5 AIRCRAFT CONFIGURATIONS STUDY 
Once baseline design parameters were thoroughly examined and understood, a general aircraft type 

trade study was conducted. The trade study examined commercial and military aircraft which were 

designed to complete similar mission requirements. The aircraft selected were evaluated from 1 to 5 

based on their scaled relevance to two of the baseline design parameters: lift-to-drag ratio and thrust-to-

weight ratio. Table 5-2 provides the results of this trade study.  

Aircraft Applicability L/D Score T/W Score Total Score 

C-5 Galaxy Speed, Cargo Carrying Capacity, 
High Tail 

5 4 9 

C-130 Hercules Cargo Carrying Capacity 4 2 6 

Airbus A-380 Cargo Carrying Capacity, 
Efficient 

5 3 8 

Piper J-3 Cub Light, Banner Towing 3 2 5 

Table 5-2 Aircraft Type Trade Study 

Results from the high-level trade study revealed a large aspect ratio, large fuselage aircraft with 

substantial thrust is the optimal design solution. Furthermore, since we have both a cargo carrying and 

banner towing mission requirement, we decided to adapt the aircraft type to accommodate a low-wing, 

high T-tail design to both reduce the effect of wing vortices affecting the tail and to provide maximum 

clearance for the banner deployment system. 

5.5.1 PRELIMINARY VEHICLE SIZING 

The design team chose to pursue a maximum size design to accommodate the cargo carrying capacity, 

the banner deployment and detachment system, and to make room for large motors and control surfaces. 



We decided to utilize nearly the entire length of the maximum wingspan requirement, coming in at 58 

inches. We opted for a higher aspect ratio wing to optimize our lift to drag ratio. A large, rectangular 

fuselage will provide ample storage volume of the passenger and luggage compartments. The first 

iteration of our aircraft’s size is shown in Figure 5-6. 

 

Figure 5-6 Initial Aircraft Sizing 

5.5.2 TRADE STUDY SCORING SYSTEM 

The following sections discussing vehicle sizing incorporate trade studies to select optimal configurations. 

For clarity, the scoring system used in the trade studies is provided as follows: 

• Factor – Percentage of total score attributed to current selection parameter. Factors sum to 1. 

• Base Score – Score assigned to the selection parameter. (5 is best, 1 is worst) 

• Scaled Score – Product of base score and factor. 

• Total Score – Summation of scaled scores for the current trade. 

5.5.3 LANDING GEAR STUDY 

Three common landing gear configurations were studied. The 20-foot takeoff requirement led to a lower 

ground handling scaling factor. Weight, angle of attack, and strength were considered the most important 

parameters. 



 

Table 5-3 Landing Gear Downselect 

As a result of the trade study in Table 5-3, a tricycle configuration 15° behind the CG was chosen. 

5.5.4 PROPULSION SYSTEM STUDY 

Two conventional propulsion configurations were analyzed to determine the most mission-effective 

design. A single motor at the nose was proposed for simplicity while a dual motor configuration on the 

wings was proposed for added thrust capability. Available thrust, power consumption, and weight are the 

most important parameters since speed and cargo carrying capacity dictate the mission scores. With 

more thrust, effective power consumption, and low weight, we will be able to optimize our mission scoring 

potential. The propwash parameter was added for its effect on increased lift during takeoff and at cruise. 

This will impact our 20-foot takeoff requirement and help delay stall during maneuvers with the payload or 

banner. 



 

Table 5-4 Propulsion System Downselect 

Table 5-4 displays the results of the propulsion system trade study. Ultimately, the dual motor 

configuration provided the optimal solution with excellent thrust provisions, added directional stability from 

counter-rotating propellers, and benefits from propwash. 

5.5.5 CONTROL SURFACE STUDY 

The final step during the conceptual design phase was to select an appropriate control surface 

configuration. Configurations considered included: conventional surfaces, conventional surfaces with anti-

servo tabs for reduced surface sensitivity, and surfaces with added flaps for additional lift capabilities.  

 

Table 5-5 Control Surface Configuration Downselect 

 



Ultimately, the team choose to implement a configuration with conventional surfaces for manufacturing 

simplicity, reduced drag, and ease of control during all stages of flight. 

5.6 FINAL CONCEPTUAL DESIGN 
The resulting conceptual design is shown in Figure 5-7. 

 

Figure 5-7 Final Conceptual Design 

The conceptual design phase was completed by prototyping the proposed design out of foamboard, as 

shown in Figure 5-8. This conceptual design prototype was proven flightworthy in Flight Test #1. 

 

Figure 5-8 Foamboard Prototype 

 



6 PRELIMINARY DESIGN 

The preliminary design is the development phase of our aircraft using the core features from our 

conceptual design that will lead us to the creation of a competition-ready aircraft. 

6.1 DESIGN AND ANALYSIS METHODOLOGY 
XFLR5 software is the main contributor to understanding and predicting reliable performance of our 

aircraft. The aerodynamics subsystem focused on finding the airfoil that best matched the specs of our 

design along with starting full model performance analysis. XFLR5 allows us to simulate flow over specific 

airfoils and overlay the plots of flight variables over one another for easy comparison. These variables 

include but are not limited to: Lift, Drag, L/D, and velocity along with seeing how they change with angle 

of attack. The results of this comparison are described in the "airfoil selection” section. The controls 

subsystem focused on using XFLR5 to simulate the stability performance of the plane with added 

masses. The software uses the input mass points that the user designates to perform a stability analysis 

that will estimate the aircrafts behavior.  

6.2 AIRFOIL SELECTION 

6.2.1 NACA 6412 

The airfoil that our team chose for our final prototype is the NACA 6412. The NACA 6412 is a moderately 

cambered airfoil that has a stall angle of about 11.5°. This is the highest stall angle out of all the airfoils 

that we chose which is desirable for takeoff. The 2020 DBF competition has a total of three flight missions 

in which two require our team to carry a payload. The first payload is passengers and their luggage and 

the second is a banner that shall have a maximum aspect ratio of 5. These payload missions are 

demanding of lift; therefore, a moderately cambered airfoil has been chosen due to its high lift coefficient 

(CL). The NACA 6412 is a moderately cambered and moderately thick airfoil. Although a cambered airfoil 

provides the aircraft with more lift, it does produce more induced drag during flight. After consulting with 

the propulsion lead, the induced drag produced by the NACA 6412 will not be problematic with our 

chosen power system. 

6.2.2 NACA 1410 

Although the NACA 6412 seems to fit our needs for the competition, we explored other options such as 

the NACA 1410. The first mission of the 2020 DBF competition is to complete 3 laps around the flight 

course in the fastest time possible, with a maximum of 5 minutes allowed. Since speed is the main 

objective for the first mission, we researched sleek airfoils. Observing Figure 2, the NACA 1410 is a thin 

and slightly cambered airfoil. The NACA 1410 has a stall angle of 11.0° which is slightly lower than the 

NACA 6412. This difference of 0.5° is almost negligible. The NACA 1410 produces less lift than the 

NACA 6412 but produces less induced drag which is desirable for the first flight mission. 



6.2.3 NACA 4311 

The final airfoil that we researched and analyzed for the main wing of our aircraft was the NACA 4311. 

This airfoil is a sleek airfoil with a flat bottom. This airfoil has a stall angle of about 10.0° and produces 

less lift than the NACA 6412, but more lift than the NACA 1410. The airfoil has a flat bottom which can be 

beneficial for the payload missions. The flat bottom could be a possible storage area for the payload and 

will also make mounting the landing gear an easier task. The NACA 4311, was the airfoil that was used 

for our first foam prototype and provided great results. We are not ruling out this airfoil for our final design 

due to its performance in our first flight test. 

6.2.4 NACA 0009 

The NACA 0009 is a thin symmetrical airfoil that will be optimal for our control surfaces. Symmetrical 

airfoils are desirable for control surfaces because these surfaces need to evenly generate lift in both 

directions to work effectively. The NACA 0009 would be simple to construct and its lightweight 

characteristic would be beneficial for our t-tail design since t-tails tend to weigh more than a standard tail 

configuration due to support material necessary for construction. The reason as to why we are going with 

a t-tail configuration is for our final mission with the banner. A t-tail would allow the banner to fly without 

interfering with the control surfaces on the tail.  

6.2.5 AIRFOIL TRADE STUDY 

In order to determine which airfoil will allow us to complete to competition in the most efficient manner, we 

need to analyze the basic characteristics of each airfoil such as the stall angle and CL,max. Table 6-1 

shows the three airfoil candidates and their characteristics. 

 

Table 6-1 Airfoil Trade Study 

The NACA 6412 provides us with the largest CL,max which is desirable for the second and third missions 

since they require a payload. The NACA 6412 also has the highest stall angle of all the airfoils, which is 

always desirable from an Aerodynamics perspective. 



6.2.6 CONTROL SURFACE SIZING 

Control surface sizing was determined using a RC plane build guide as the main resource. In the guide 

there are recommended sizes for horizontal stabilizers and vertical stabilizers, as well as sizes for the 

rudder, elevator, and ailerons. Our chosen sizes are shown in Table 6-2.  

Control Surface Sizes 

Surface Suggestion Length Width Area 

Rudder 30% of Vertical 

Tail Area 

about 11 

inches 

about 2  

inches 

About 22 

inches2 

Elevator 40% of 

Horizontal Tail 

Area 

20 inches 1.5 inches 30 

inches2 

Ailerons W:25% Wing 

Chord 

L:40% Wing 

semi span 

 12 inches 2 inches 24 

inches2 
 

Table 6-2 Control Surface Sizing 

Once the area for the rudder and elevator were determined we analyzed different length and width sizing 

to match. The sizes listed above were used in the first flight test which was a success. The only change 

since then was an increase in aileron size for more roll authority. 

6.3 PREDICTION OF AIRCRAFT PERFORMANCE 

6.3.1 STATIC STABILITY  

Predicting the stability performance of the aircraft was made easy thanks to the XFLR program. To fully 

have an estimate of stability it was crucial we understood the mass layout of our aircraft for the most 

accurate prediction. Once that was chosen then XFLR was put to work, by first analyzing static stability in 

all directions: Longitudinal, Directional and Lateral. To find if our plane meets static stability the following 

requirements or stability derivatives were checked for using XFLR plots.  

Longitudinal Static Stability: 𝝏𝑪𝒎

𝝏𝜶
< 𝟎 

Directional Static Stability: 𝝏𝑪𝒏

𝝏𝜷
> 𝟎 

Lateral Static Stability: 𝝏𝑪𝒍

𝝏𝜷
< 𝟎 

The results of this analysis showed that the aircraft is predicted to be statically stable so when disturbed 

by a moment in either pitch, yaw or roll direction the plane will return to equilibrium. The plots below show 

the slopes needed to fulfill these requirements. 



 

Figure 6-1 Cm vs Alpha 

 

Figure 6-2 Cn vs Beta 



 
Figure 6-3 Cl vs Beta 

6.3.2 DYNAMIC STABILITY 

Following static stability analysis is the dynamic stability analysis. From static stability we were able to 

predict that our aircraft will have a counter moment to bring the aircraft back to equilibrium. The dynamic 

stability analysis will then help determine the motion the aircraft takes back to equilibrium. This is helpful 

to identify since a heavy oscillatory motion would shave valuable time off our overall score due to possible 

speed loss. XFLR was very useful for determining this since it has a built-in stability analysis that returns 

the eigenvalues of the 5 flight modes a typical aircraft has. The eigenvalues are displayed below in the 

table.  

 

Table 6-3 Flight Modes 

The values show that the flight modes that are oscillatory have low frequencies with a corresponding 

dampening ratio to keep the oscillations small which is ideal. What can also be seen is the eigenvalues 

have negative real parts indicating stability in the corresponding mode. The exception here is the spiral 

mode having a small positive value. Therefore, this mode is unstable, however the time constant for this 

mode is about 10 sec which is plenty of time for pilot correction during the missions. The root locus plots 

are shown in Figure 6-4 to emphasize this and help see the position of each mode on the complex plane.  

Longitudinal Modes Eigenvalue Damping Ratio Undamped Frequency(Hz) 

Short Period 0.68 2.72

Phugoid 0.05 0.07

Lateral Modes 

Roll Mode / /

Dutch Roll 0.22 1.76

Spiral Mode / /

Dynamic Flight Modes

−11    12  𝑖

−   22    4 3𝑖

−14 22 +  𝑖

−2 4   1    𝑖

     +  𝑖



 

Figure 6-4 Longitudinal and Lateral Modes  

6.3.3 OVERALL STABILITY CONCLUSION 

Overall stability for this plane is predicted to perform well. The only concern is the need for pilot inputs 

during rolling maneuvers that was seen from the unstable eigenvalue for the spiral mode. This is a result 

of the simple design since we chose not to include dihedral or a swept wing which aids in rolling stability. 

The plane will experience small oscillations to regain equilibrium but not large oscillations that will cause 

issues. While XFLR provides a good estimate of aircraft stability performance it is important to note that 

results can change with addition of the fuselage since the program does not do too well with simulating 

aerodynamics with a body.  

6.4 LIFT, DRAG, AND STABILITY ESTIMATES 

6.4.1 LIFT AND DRAG ESTIMATES DURING CRUISE 

During majority of the competition our aircraft will be in cruise. Taking this into account, the aircraft must 

produce enough lift to carry our passengers and banner for missions 2 and 3. By performing a 3D 

analysis within XFLR5 and using MATLAB we obtained the following conditions below: 

Cruise Estimates 

Force/Variable Value 

Total Lift 12.23 lbs 

Total Drag 0.81 lbs 

Lift-Drag Ratio (L/D) 15.10 

Static Margin 13.57 % 

Table 6-4 Lift and Drag Cruise Estimates in Wichita, Kansas 

The NACA 6412 provides us with about 12.23 lbs of lift and gives a L/D of about 15.10. These values are 

promising and provide our team with a mass margin of about 24.7%. With this mass margin our team can 

comfortably complete the second mission in the competition. 



6.4.2 LIFT AND DRAG ESTIMATES AT 0° ANGLE OF ATTACK 

Although our aircraft will be mostly flying at cruise, we should analyze the aircraft at a 0° angle of attack to 

visualize the base characteristics of the airfoil.  

0° AoA Estimates 

Force/Variable Value 

Total Lift 5.89 lbs 

Total Drag 0.36 lbs 

Lift-Drag (L/D) 16.36 

Table 6-5 Lift and Drag Estimates at α = 0° 

Referring to Table 6-5, the NACA 6412 produces lift at an angle of attack of 0°. This is the advantage of 

having a cambered wing since cambered wings produce lift at a 0° angle of attack. This moderate camber 

is a benefit for the second and third mission within the competition. 

6.4.3 OPERATING CONDITIONS 

The 2020 DBF competition takes place in Wichita, Kansas during the middle of April. Wichita has different 

atmospheric conditions than Tucson, Arizona which must be considered within our calculations to ensure 

a safe and successful flight. All the calculations within the report use Wichita’s atmospheric conditions. 

Cruise Conditions [Wichita, Kansas] 

Variable Value 

Freestream Velocity (v) 52.49 ft/s 

Angle of Attack (α) 6.0° 

Atmospheric Pressure (P) 14.63 psi 

Air Density (ρ) 0.08 lb/ft3 

Temperature (T) 66.92 °F 

Reynolds Number 283,730.35 

Table 6-6 Cruise Conditions in Wichita, Kansas 

6.4.4 DRAG POLAR 

Drag polar can be used to obtain the lift-to-drag ratio since the both CL and CD are unitless and functions 

of alpha. We can find our highest lift-to-drag ratio by taking the positive slope of the line tangential to the 

steepest part of the curve. This is a bit difficult to observe from Figure 6-5 so we can solve for these 

values quantitatively. Using the standard lift and drag equations we can solve for the lift-to-drag ratio for 

our aircraft in cruise conditions.  

𝐿 = 𝐶𝐿 [
1

2
𝜌𝑉2] 𝑆   (4 − 1) 

𝐷 = 𝐶𝐷 [
1

2
𝜌𝑉2] 𝑆   (4 − 2) 

Cruise conditions for our aircraft is flying at an angle of attack of 6°, 52.49 ft/s, and an air density of about 

0.08 lb/ft3. Using these assumptions, wing/control surface areas, and the equations above we can find the 



lift-to-drag ratio. The lift-to-drag ratio of our aircraft during cruise is roughly 15 which is desirable 

considering that two of our missions rely on our aircraft to carry a payload. 

 

Figure 6-5 Drag Polar 

6.4.5 POWER REQUIRED 

Shown below is the power required by our aircraft during cruise. The cruise conditions used for the 

calculations are shown in Table 6-6 above. 

 

Figure 6-6 Power Required 

 



Using the aerodynamic coefficients and characteristics of the wing we were able to determine the power 

required for our aircraft to complete all the missions at competition. The power required is from an 

aerodynamics perspective. Using MATLAB and XFLR5 the power required to maintain flight is plotted 

below. This plot is for the aircraft in a state without a payload in Wichita, Kansas. 

The cruising speed for our aircraft is roughly 16 m/s and if we observe Figure 6-6, we can see that this 

velocity is near the bottom of the “dip” in the curve. This is desirable because our power required is 

relatively low at about 121 Watts at our cruise speed. After consulting with the propulsion lead, the power 

required by our aircraft during cruise is feasible. 

6.5 AIRCRAFT MISSION PERFORMANCE 

6.5.1 BANNER FLIGHT PERFORMANCE 

On February 13, 2020, the Icarus Mk II flew for a total of four successful flights. The final flight consisted 

of a 3 x 5-foot banner being towed from the rear of the aircraft. There was no deployment/detachment 

mechanism integrated within the Icarus Mk II. Our team wanted to aircraft to tow the banner to simulate 

the drag that it will impose during flight.  

Lift and Drag with Banner 

Flight Condition Total Lift [lb] Total Drag [lb] Lift-to-Drag Ratio 

Aircraft Without 

Banner 

12.23  0.81 15.10 

Aircraft With 3 x 5-

Foot Banner 

12.23 2.46 4.97 

Table 6-7 Lift and Drag Imposed on Aircraft with Banner 

Based on the Aerodynamic analysis, Icarus will experience a lift-to-drag ratio of about 5 while towing the 

banner. This is a significant drop within the lift-to-drag ratio, but our dual engine propulsion system will 

provide the aircraft with enough power to complete the third mission at competition comfortably.  

6.5.2 PREDICTED AIRCRAFT PERFORMANCE WITH PAYLOAD 

To predict the performance of the aircraft for all three missions, we must compare the total lift produced 

by the aircraft during cruise to the total predicted weight for each mission. Table 6-8 displays the 

predicted weight of each aircraft configuration. 

Weight Imposed by Various Payload Configurations 

Aircraft Configuration Weight [lb] 

Empty Weight – Mission 1 

[No Passengers or Banner] 

6.45 

Loaded Weight – Mission 2 

[12 Passengers and No Banner] 

10.2 

Loaded Weight – Mission 3 

[Banner and No Passengers] 

8.45 



Table 6-8 Payload Weight 

All the weights shown in Table 6-8 are overestimates to ensure that there will be enough margin for each 

mission. The aircraft will carry the most weight for the second mission and estimated to weigh 10.2 lbs. 

Considering that the aircraft can produced 12.23 lbs of lift during cruise this gives the aircraft a weight 

margin of roughly 17%. Considering that Table 6-8 displays overestimates of the weight, the aircraft shall 

produce enough lift to complete all three missions. 

6.5.3 PREDICTED MISSION SCORE 

To predict our team’s total competition score we need to make some assumptions about the other team’s 

performance. Tabulated below are estimations of how well competing teams will score. 

Scoring Assumptions by Mission 

Mission Assumption 

Mission 1 

[No Passengers or Banner] 

No assumptions 

Mission 2 

[Passengers and No Banner] 

Assume the highest scoring team carries 20 

passengers at a flight velocity of 60 mph 

Mission 3 

[Banner and No Passengers] 

Assume the highest scoring team completes 

14 laps with a banner length of 12 feet 

Ground Mission Fastest team completes mission in 60 

seconds 

Table 6-9 Assumptions to Predict Overall Mission Score 

We assumed that our team would complete the first mission therefore earning a score of 1.0. For the 

second mission our aircraft will carry twelve passengers at fly at approximately 40 mph which would 

provide us with a score of about 1.35 using the assumptions above. Our aircraft shall tow a 3 x 5-foot 

banner which would provide our team with an estimated score of 2.29. 

The University of Arizona’s Predicted Competition Score 

Mission Mission Score 

Mission 1 1.0 

Mission 2 1.35 

Mission 3 2.29 

Ground Mission 0.52 

Report Score 0.80 

Total Score 4.13 

Table 6-10 Predicted Competition Score 

Estimating that our team receives an 80% on the design report we can use this value as a multiplier for 

our calculations. Based on the predicted mission scores of our competitors and our aircraft’s capabilities 

we calculated that our team will score an estimated total score of 4.13.  



7 DETAILED DESIGN 

In this section, we will be discussing the final design of Icarus. The central purpose of detail design within 

the project is to optimize the design, manufacturing, and overall performance of our selected prototype. 

While preliminary design allowed us to perfect details such as control surface sizing, optimal thrust to 

weight ratios and idealized competition goals, detail design seeks to optimize components of the 

structure, integration of the subsystems, weight and balance expectations, and the expected calculated 

performance for regular flight and missions of the Design, Build, Fly competition. The main method 

utilized to achieve these goals was through application of computer models and simulation data. 

7.1 DIMENSIONAL PARAMETERS OF FINAL DESIGN 
The final wing planform, as evaluated by the aerodynamics sub team, was that of a rectangular planform 

of constant chord. This geometry greatly simplified structural design and manufacturing, while allowing us 

to maintain significant lift margins. 

When deciding what construction technique and materials to use, we considered four possible options: 

foam, balsa, composites, or 3D printed construction. When choosing a method, we considered factors 

such as structural integrity, experience working with the materials, cost, weight, repairability, and the time 

construction would take. This trade study can be found in Section 9.5, but the resulting decision was to 

move forward with balsa construction and design. 

7.1.1 WING 

Typically, balsa construction follows that of a semi-monocoque design. The wing surface is a thin skin 

that resolves shear and tensile forces in the plane of the skin, and compressive strength is given to the 

wing via use of an internal rib and spar skeleton. Without the rib and spar structure, the wing skin would 

buckle under compressive load in the plane of the skin. 

Two main rib types comprised most of the ribs present in the wing structure – a full-length variant that 

mimicked the selected airfoil for the aircraft, and a shorter variant left clearance for the ailerons. Slight 

modifications were made to the ribs, depending on their location in the structure (such as the airfoils near 

the wingtips and near the fuselage). These modifications could be increasing the spanwise thickness of 

the foil to give the foil slightly improved rigidity (as in the case of the end cap foils) or removing the 

cutouts entirely, to increase surface area for bonding. 



 

Figure 7-1 Full Length Rib 

 

Figure 7-2 Rib Aileron Modification 

 

Figure 7-3 Rib Engine Pod Modification 

The engine pods had a unique rib structure that was intended to provide a strong yet lightweight mounting 

location for the motors. Clearance was left between the bottom of the motor mount and the leading edge 

to allow for a cooling duct so that air can flow through the motor pods, to cool the electronic speed 

controllers (ESC’s) during flight. This was done because during our initial flight tests we noticed significant 

heat buildup in the ESC’s when we were testing initial viability of the design. These tests were nowhere 

near the endurance times we will need to fly for competition, which was cause for concern with respect to 

overheating. During our balsa wing flight test we noticed that these cooling ducts significantly reduced the 

heat buildup in the ESC, allowing for proper functionality. 

The main wing was built with a carbon fiber main spar (placed at quarter chord), which took up most of 

the wing-loading related stresses, with epoxy used to bond the balsa ribs to this spar. In computer 

simulations via SOLIDWORKS, we found this reduced the relatively large amounts of stress that 

developed in the balsa ribs, a consequence of the large difference in elastic modulus of carbon fiber and 

balsa. A leading-edge spar and rear spar, constructed from balsa, were included to give the wing 

torsional rigidity. In the case of the rear spar, it also provided a rigid mounting surface for the ailerons and 

additional fixtures. 



7.1.2 FUSELAGE 

The central fuselage is mostly rectangular, with a removable nosecone and a tapered tail. A slot in the 

central section is used to mount the wing between a set of two plates containing pin holes. This allows the 

wing to be easily replaced or repaired should it be damaged. The overall structural design of the fuselage 

follows a rectangular warren truss with vertical members. This design allows other truss members to take 

up the large loads developed near the wing securing points due to flight conditions, landing, banner 

deployment, and inertial forces from payload. 

 

Figure 7-4 Fuselage Isometric View 

The center section of the fuselage had to be quite robust to support the type of loads we expected in 

flight. However, the tail will not be handling nearly the same types of loads, and thus we were able to 

save weight by removing unnecessary trusses in the tail structure. In their place, we added stringers to 

give shape to the tail portion of the fuselage but kept the roof and floor trusses to compensate for bending 

stresses developed during flight and when landing. Additionally, the horizontal and vertical stabilizers 

were comprised of flat plate trusses. This design ensured we retained a rigid structure in the empennage 

while being conservative with weight. 

Additionally, the main body of the fuselage is unique as the nose is removable through a pin connection. 

This idea is similar to that seen on a NASA Super Guppy or the Lockheed C-5 Galaxy. This is to allow full 

access to the components under the passenger’s tray, as well as give us the ability to remove the tray if 

necessary. In addition to the nose being removable, the roof of Icarus is also removable, on a hinge. This 

is to allow for easy access to the passengers and luggage compartment without having to remove the tray 

from the fuselage. 



7.2 STRUCTURAL CHARACTERISTICS AND CAPABILITIES OF FINAL DESIGN 
Both the fuselage and the wing were simulated with a 20 lbf. wingtip test, to analyze how the resultant 

loads were handled by the structure. These simulations were conducted used SolidWorks FEA and 

validated through hand calculations of similar quantities. 

 

Figure 7-5 FEA Stress Plot in PSI of the Wing Under 20 lbf Load 

 

 

Figure 7-6 FOS Plot of the Wing Under 20 lbf Load 

As seen from the simulation data in Figure 7-5, the majority of the bending stress is resolved in the 

carbon fiber main spar. Despite the high stress loads in the main spar, it is evident from the factor of 

safety plot in Figure 7-6 that the spar has a large factor of safety. In fact, the lowest factor of safety is 



found in the rear spar (composed of balsa), which has since been doubled in thickness to reinforce it to 

improve the minimum factor of safety to 3. 

 

Figure 7-7 Stress Plot in PSI of the Fuselage Under 20 lbf Load 

 

 

Figure 7-8 Stress Plot in PSI of the Fuselage with 12 lbf Banner Load 

The fuselage was evaluated in two critical conditions. The first condition, shown in Figure 7-7, effectively 

simulated a (roughly) 2g turn with a 10lb aircraft, the maximum takeoff weight possible. The second 

condition, shown in Figure 7-8, simulates the fuselage during a 12lbf impulse load caused by the banner 

deployment, approximated by a force sensor. In both conditions, the truss structure of the fuselage 

effectively redistributes loads and resultant stresses, while maintaining high rigidity and a high factor of 

safety. In isolation, these studies demonstrate a high factor of safety of minimum 12. However, in reality, 



these loading conditions will rarely be the only ones existing, and under combined load, we could easily 

expect our factor of safety to drop well below this. 

 

Figure 7-9 Tucson and Wichita V-n Diagrams 

The V-n diagrams in Figure 7-9 allow our team to determine the maximum flight speed attainable by our 

aircraft during different flight modes. V-n diagrams were created for both our team’s flight locations: 

Wichita, Kansas and Tucson, Arizona. Due to Wichita having more dense atmospheric conditions than 

Tucson, our aircraft will produce approximately three more pounds of lift in Wichita. This increase in lift 

will lower our maneuvering speed. The maximum load factor in both locations is +15 with a maximum 

maneuvering speed of 90 ft/s in Wichita, Kansas. During a dive maneuver the maximum load factor is –9 

with a speed of 70 ft/s. Both these values were made aware to our current pilot and should be avoidable 

during competition. 

7.3 SUBSYSTEMS ARCHITECTURE 
The design and construction of Icarus requires the use of 6 main subsystems: Systems, Aerodynamics, 

Structures, Power/Propulsion, Controls, and Landing Gear/Payload. Even though there are individual 

subsystems, every subsystem lead assists the other subsystems due to the need for everyone on the 

team to understand what is happening with Icarus so that integration of each subsystem can go as 

smoothly as possible. Not only this, but every system lead assisted in the manufacturing of Icarus, which 

further requires everyone to have the same basic understanding of the design. 

7.3.1 SYSTEMS 

The systems lead worked closely with all subsystems to ensure that progress on the project was following 

schedule guidelines to meet deadlines. Additionally, the systems lead provided input, gathered resources 

for each subsystem, resolved disputes, and approved final decisions. The most important task was to 

integrate subsystem ideas, improve compatibility among subsystems, and delegate tasks to drive the 

system to the most feasible, effective, and mission-oriented design. 



7.3.2 AERODYNAMICS 

The aerodynamics subsystem worked closely with the structures, power/propulsion, and landing 

gear/payload subsystems. During the early design phase of the aircraft the aerodynamics lead selected 

an airfoil and determined the overall size of the aircraft that would allow our team to compete all three 

missions safely and efficiently. Based on the assumed cruise conditions and design of the wing, we were 

able to determine the maximum lift and drag produced by the aircraft. This information was given to the 

other subsystems which gave them limitations such as the maximum payload weight and maximum 

allowable drag while maintaining an efficient lift-to-drag ratio. The aerodynamics subsystem also 

calculated the static margin necessary to maintain stable flight, which is dependent on the location of the 

center of gravity. This is another limitation that the other subsystems designed around to ensure stable 

flight. Based on the aerodynamic calculations the power/propulsion subsystem was able to select a 

propulsion system that will allow our aircraft to perform at a high standard. Majority of the subsystems rely 

on the data obtained from the aerodynamics subsystem. 

7.3.3 STRUCTURES 

The structures subsystem worked closely with all subsystems to accommodate all needs for the project. 

Structures oversaw giving the wing its aerodynamic shape as advised by the aerodynamics lead. The 

propulsion/power subsystem lead worked with structures as well for the wing pod design, and placement 

of the motors along the wing to ensure propeller clearance, yet are close enough that in the event of 

motor failure, rudder correction is still possible. The structures team worked with the controls subsystem 

lead to incorporate the sizes of the control surfaces into the structure. The structures lead also worked 

closely with the landing gear/payload lead to determine how much payload the plane could carry, as well 

as to design the plane to be strong enough to be able to maneuver and land with the excess weight. 

7.3.4 POWER AND PROPULSION 

The power system of the aircraft must be able to support all electronics on the aircraft, leading to close 

ties with the controls, payload, and propulsion systems. The power supply is limited in size due to 

competition rules, which sets limits on the size and number of servos used for controls and payload, as 

well as limiting the size of the propulsion system. The design of these systems required cooperation such 

that the electrical requirements could be optimized, and that as much power as possible could be 

designated for the propulsion system. 

The propulsion system was closely connected to the aerodynamics, structures, power, and landing gear 

systems. The aerodynamics of the aircraft determine the thrust requirements of the propulsion system, 

where thrust produced at a given speed must overcome drag and provide excess power for maneuvering 

and acceleration. The landing gear of the aircraft limits the propeller size, and the power system limits to 

power available to the motors. Furthermore, the vibrations and reaction forces caused by the propulsion 

system required careful design of motor pods into the structure, to mitigate the risk of damage due to high 

local stress concentrations. 



7.3.5 CONTROLS 

The controls subsystem worked with power/propulsion, structures, and aerodynamics. During the design 

process, collaboration with the power/propulsion subsystem was needed to determine the kinds of servos 

that were within the power ratings of our system but also provided enough torque to give good control 

authority. Controls then worked with aerodynamics to make sure the same plane was being simulated in 

the same conditions when in XFLR. This is to avoid any differences in predicted data and keep everything 

consistent. When determining layout and size of control surfaces the structures subsystem had to be kept 

in the loop for them to incorporate the placements in the CAD models. 

7.3.6 LANDING GEAR AND PAYLOAD 

The landing gear/payload subsystem worked closely with the structure and aerodynamics subsystems. 

For the payload subsystem, servos will be used to deploy and detach the banner so the power subsystem 

lead needed to know the number of servos required to ensure that the batteries are able to provide 

enough power to complete all missions. The main role of the landing gear and payload subsystem was to 

ensure that the aircraft could take-off and land successfully and repeatedly which required constant 

communication with the structures lead to ensure that the plane is strong enough to land with the excess 

payload weight. The aerodynamics lead was also consulted for estimations on banner drag for the forces 

we could expect to see when the banner is deployed. Most of the analysis for the payload fixtures was 

performed closely with structural analysis as well to ensure that not only the payload system could 

survive, but also the entire plane. 

7.1 ELECTRICAL SYSTEM 
The electrical system for our aircraft was composed of one (1x) 4 cell, 5800 mAh lithium-polymer (LiPo) 

battery, two (2x) electronic speed controllers (ESC) with integrated battery eliminator circuits (BEC) to 

provide power to the receiver. The BEC is an electronic circuit designed to deliver electrical power to 

other electronics on the aircraft with the need for multiple batteries. The ESCs are connected to their own 

1250kV brushless electric motors, for a total of two (2x) motors. There are two (2x) 11” x 7-degree pitch 

plastic propellers, one for each motor. The propellers come as a pair with reversed pitches so that one 

propeller can spin clockwise while the other spins counterclockwise. One of the ESCs powers the 8-

channel receiver. There are six (6x) servos attached to the receiver which provide actuation for the left 

aileron, right aileron, rudder, elevator, nose gear, and banner detachment system. The receiver receives 

commands wirelessly from the transmitter which is located on the ground in the possession of the pilot. 

The full electrical system diagram is shown in Figure 7-10. 



7.1.1 ELECTRICAL SYSTEM DIAGRAM 

 

Figure 7-10 Electrical Systems Diagram 

7.1.2 RECEIVER SYSTEM 

The 8-channel receiver had the following control servos attached to its channel interfaces: 

• PWR Channel: Power wired from one of the two ESCs 

• Channel 1: Throttle control wired to both motors through a y-connector 

• Channel 2: Aileron control wired to both ailerons through an asymmetric y-connector 

• Channel 3: Elevator control wired to the elevator on the tail 

• Channel 4: Rudder control wired to the rudder on the tail 

• Channel 5: Nose gear control wired to the nose wheel servo 

• Channel 6: Empty 

• Channel 7: Banner detachment control wired to the quick release servo 

The receiver system diagram is shown in Figure 7-11. 



 

Figure 7-11 Receiver Systems Diagram 

7.1.3 TRANSMITTER SYSTEM 

The transmitter was configured to send commands to the receiver through the following inputs: 

• Left Joystick 

o Left: Rudder Left 

o Right: Rudder Right 

o Up: Throttle Increase 

o Down: Throttle Decrease 

o Neutral: Rudder Centered, 

Throttle 0% 

• Right Joystick 

o Left: Roll Left 

o Right: Roll Right 

o Up: Elevator Down 

o Down: Elevator Up 

o Neutral: Roll Centered, Elevator 

Centered 

• Switch 1 

o Off: Banner quick release 

attached 

o On: Banner quick release 

detached 

o Neutral: Empty 

• Switch 2 

o Off: Nose wheel left 

o On: Nose wheel right 

o Neutral: Nose wheel centered 

• Switch 3: Empty 

• Switch 4: Empty 

The transmitter system diagram is shown in Figure 7-12. 

 



 

Figure 7-12 Transmitter System Diagram 

7.2 ENTIRE SYSTEM AND EXPLODED VIEW 
Our entire aircraft system is composed of multiple subsystems, including: 

• Nose Assembly 
o Nose cone 
o Nose wheel 

servo 
o Nose gear clamp 
o Nose wheel 
o Nose wheel 

bearing 
o Nose wheel rod 

• Fuselage 
o Main fuselage 
o Removable roof 

• Empennage 

• Tail 
o Vertical stabilizer 
o Rudder 
o Rudder servo 
o Horizontal 

stabilizer 
o Elevator 
o Elevator servo 

• Wing 
o Balsa wing 
o Carbon fiber spar 
o Fuselage-wing 

pin connection 
o Ailerons 

o Aileron servos 
o Motor pods with 

cooling ducts 

• Electrical System 
o Battery 
o ESCs with 

integrated BECs 
o Brushless electric 

motors 
o Receiver 
o Transmitter 
o Six servos 

• Motor System 
o Motor mounts 
o X-brackets 
o Motors 
o Propellers 

• Passenger and 
Luggage System 

o Passengers 
o Passenger Bay 
o Luggage 
o Luggage Tray 
o Passenger and 

Luggage Rail 

• Banner System 
o Banner 

o Banner 
detachment 
system grommets 

o Banner 
detachment 
system quick 
release mount 

o Banner 
detachment quick 
release ring 

o Banner 
detachment 
servo 

• Landing Gear 
o Landing gear mount 
o Landing gear nuts 

and bolts 
o Landing gear wheels 
o Landing gear 

bearings 



 

The banner detachment system and the passenger and luggage bays reside within the fuselage and are 

accessed through the hinged fuselage roof. The passenger and luggage rails are fixed in the fuselage 

and allow up to 12 passengers and luggage items to be stowed in the aircraft. The passenger and 

luggage bays come in modules of 4 passengers and 4 luggage items for mission versatility. Thus, the 

aircraft can be loaded with anywhere from 1 to 12 passengers and accompanying luggage items. 

The banner detachment system consists of a quick release mount designed to be fixed to the fuselage 

side walls via two grommets epoxied from the exterior of the fuselage. The quick release mount has a slot 

for a quick release key ring to slide through. The key ring is held in place via a control rod attached to the 

banner detachment servo. When the servo is actuated via a switch on the transmitter, the control rod 

slides out of the key ring, thus releasing it and the attached banner from the plane.  

The landing gear is fixed to the wing via 4 screws, 4 bolts, and 8 washers. The motors are attached to the 

motor pods with integrated cooling ducts via a 3D printed motor mount, metal X-bracket, and four screws.  

The battery resides hallway inside the fuselage and halfway inside the nose cone, as required to maintain 

the correct center of gravity location. The rest of the electronics such as the receiver, y-connectors, and 

miscellaneous wires reside in the fuselage and run throughout the whole of the aircraft. Lastly, the nose 

gear is attached to the nose cone via a nose gear clamp and controlled via a nose wheel servo. 

An exploded view of the entire aircraft depicting all subsystems is shown in Figure 7-13. Four drawings 

showcasing an aircraft 3-view, Mission 1 (no payload) configuration, Mission 2 (passenger and luggage) 

configuration, and Mission 3 (banner) configuration are shown on pages 7, 8, 9, and 10.  

 

Figure 7-13 Exploded View 
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7.3 WEIGHT AND BALANCE FOR FINAL DESIGN 
The goal of this section is to properly convey the weights that are expected from construction, as well as 

the location of the center of gravity of Icarus. The center of gravity’s location is vital to the stability of the 

aircraft, and if not placed properly would result in failure and damage to the plane. Therefore, it is 

important to know where all components are on the aircraft, and to know how much each component 

weighs. Table 7-1 displays the weights and locations of major aircraft components. 

7.3.1 WEIGHT AND BALANCE TABLE 

The X-location is from the center line of the nose to tail, where the distance to the left wing is positive. 

The Y-location is from the nose of the aircraft. Because of this placement, there will be no negative y-

distances. 

 

Table 7-1 Weight and Balance Table 

7.4 PERFORMANCE 
This section is dedicated to the performance aspects that majorly affected the design of our aircraft. A 

large part of this comes from issues that we observed during flight tests that needed to be resolved to 

improve the overall design of Icarus. 

7.4.1 FLIGHT PERFORMANCE 

During the first flight test, while the design proved the viability of the design, there were some major 

issues that needed to be addressed. The first issue was that the aircraft was underpowered and the 

motors/ESCs began to overheat during flight. These issues led our team to choose larger Kv rated motors 
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for the second aircraft, and also integrate a ventilation system for the aircraft to avoid overheating of the 

electronics. The Icarus Mk I was also constructed fully out of foam, which is heavier than our predicted full 

balsa model, causing more strain on the motors during cruise. 

For the second flight test, the aircraft had a balsa wing covered with Monokote and a foam fuselage. The 

Icarus Mk II performed well at our second flight test with just a few issues. The aircraft showed some 

stability issues during the flight. Although the aircraft was controllable, our pilot believed that the Icarus 

Mk I was more stable than the Mk II. After consulting with the team, the cause of the instabilities within 

the Icarus Mk II were due to the wing being made of balsa and the fuselage was made of foam. Balsa is 

rigid and the wing was not able to flex as much compared to Mk I. These conflicting characteristics 

caused some instabilities. The Icarus Mk III will be constructed fully out of balsa therefore will not pose 

the stability issues seen within the Icarus Mk II. 

7.4.2 MISSION PERFORMANCE 

Both flight tests focused on Missions 1 and 3 of the competition. Both the Icarus Mk I and II completed 

Missions 1 and 3 during flight tests. Mission 1 was more efficient during the second flight test due to the 

Icarus Mk II having a cambered airfoil versus a flat bottom airfoil. The cambered airfoil produced a greater 

amount of lift as opposed to the flat bottom airfoil which allowed the pilot to complete the missions more 

efficiently. This cambered airfoil is also beneficial for Mission 3 considering that our aircraft will experience 

a lower L/D while towing the banner. This airfoil also gives more lift than the flat bottom airfoil, which was 

seen during the twenty-foot takeoff tests we conducted. During the second flight test, with a fully charged 

battery installed, the aircraft exceeded expectations and had a takeoff distance of roughly 18 feet, as 

compared to the first flight test which took off at roughly 21 feet. 

The Icarus Mk III will include larger Kv rated motors that have the same weight as the motors included 

within the Mk II. This will allow our aircraft to produce more power for Missions 2 and 3, which is 

necessary considering that these missions require the aircraft to carry a payload. The flight tests were 

essential for our aircraft’s improvement and have been useful for prototype modifications. 

8 DRAWING PACKAGE 

Detailed drawings of the aircraft and payload systems are included in the following pages. 
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9 HARDWARE CONSTRUCTION 

The hardware construction process functions as a method to execute a well-designed aircraft. This is 

concerned with the building of the plane itself, rather than the design. The process of this construction 

must be planned out ahead of time, along with the materials required for the build. Many technical 

aspects of construction play a crucial role in producing a high-quality aircraft, which is just as important as 

choosing the correct materials for construction. No construction comes without challenges however, 

which are discussed in this report alongside the rest of the hardware construction. 

9.1 BUDGET OF MATERIALS 
The sponsor of the DBF competition, AIAA, mandates a set of deliverables for the competition. These 

items are predetermined and act as milestones for the team. Once the design phase of the project has 

made enough progress, the materials used in construction can begin to be itemized onto a list, such that 

construction can be planned, and further performance analysis can be performed. 

9.1.1 MATERIAL LIST 

The required materials for construction of the aircraft are listen in the Bill of Materials, in Table 9-1. The 

quantity described the usage per plane built, while the approximated total item costs are included for 

budgeting purposes. Materials are chosen for good strength, low weight, and as low cost as possible due 

to the limited budget of the project. Electronics and other materials are typically selected based on 

reliability, and performance. 

 Bill of Materials 

Item Quantity Total Item Cost 

Balsa Sheets 5 x (0.125”x8”x24” sheets) 

6 x (0.25”x8”x24” sheets) 

$180 

Balsa Laser Cutting 1 $40 

Banner (2’x6’) 1 $54.12 

Carbon Fiber Rod (1/4”x5’) 1 $33 

Cyanoacrylate 4oz $16 

Electrical Connectors 5 pair $5 

Electrical Wire Various gauges and lengths $5 

Epoxy (4:1) 12oz $7 

ESC (40A) 2 $60 

Heat Shrink 1 set $7 

Landing Gear 1 set $40   

Loctite Threadlocker 0.2oz $6 

Monokote 4 x (26”x6’ sheets) $82.56 

Motor (FlightLine Power 25 

1250kV) 

2 $140 

Motor X-Bracket 2 $11 

Nylon Bolts 12 $12 

PLA (For 3D Printing) 1kg $19 

Propellers (11x7) 2 $7.84 

Propeller Nut 2 $4 
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Receiver (FrSky) 1 $30 

Servo 7 $12.6 

Servo Control Horn 4 $1 

Servo Extension Cable 1 $9.86 

Servo Pushrods (7.1”) 10 $8.22 

Total Cost $791.2 

Table 9-1 Bill of Materials for Single Plane 

9.1.2 DELIVERABLES NEEDED FOR CUSTOMER 

As the DBF team is participating in an AIAA sponsored event, AIAA acts as the customer. The 

deliverables needed by the AIAA for this competition are a team proposal, a design report, a functioning 

plane, and a proof of flight video prior to the delivery of the plane. These deliverables were required 

throughout the academic year rather than all at once. The proposal was due in the beginning months of 

the competition, while the design report was due halfway through the competition, in February. The proof 

of flight video needed to be submitted before the competition, where the plane itself was required. 

9.2 MANUFACTURING PLAN 
The manufacturing plan describes the procedure in which the plane is constructed. The manufacturing 

plan describes the general order of events during the plane build. Components within the listed sections 

are sometimes independent of each other, allowing for any order of manufacturing these independent 

components. 

9.2.1 MANUFACTURING PROCESS SELECTION 

When Team Daedalus chose the process of manufacturing Icarus’s structure, Team Daedalus looked at 

the criteria in Table 9-2. 
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Table 9-2 Manufacturing Attributes 

From the above we created a trade study analyzing different manufacturing processes for a plane made 

of foam, balsa, composites, and 3D printed materials. The foam model would mainly require cutting foam 

and hot gluing the pieces for constructing. A balsa plane would be laser cut from a local company called 

Speedy Engraving in Tucson Arizona, and then the skin would be made from Monokote. The composites 

plane would have a skin of carbon fiber or fiberglass and the structure would still be laser-cut balsa 

reinforced with carbon fiber or fiberglass to increase strength and rigidity. The 3D printed plane would be 

a 3D printed structure with a Monokote skin. This trade study comparing these processes is found in 

Table 9-3.  
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Table 9-3 Manufacturing Trade Study 

The points system in the above trade study works by assigning a “Base Score” out of 5 points to each 

“Design Criteria” for each subject being studied. Then the “Scaled Score” is the product of the “Base 

Score” and the factor assigned to each “Design Criteria.” Then the “Total Score” for each subject is the 

sum of the scaled scores assigned. 

This points system and trade study shows us that a balsa plane construction will provide Team Daedalus 

with the best opportunity for success with a score of 4.35 points out of a possible 5.5 points. The next 

closest option to the winning balsa model is foam, with a score of 4. The worst option for our team is a 

plane made of composites. The overall cost, time required, and lack of repairability made this option 

score extremely low with a total score of 3.45. 

Because the foam model scored a 4, Team Daedalus agreed that building a foam prototype would allow 

us to verify our conceptual design through a successful flight test early in the year. With the success of 

this foam prototype (pictured right), the balsa model was selected with high confidence for the next 

prototype and eventual competition plane.  
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Figure 9-1 Team Daedalus with the Successful Foam Prototype 

9.2.2 STRUCTURES 

The first step of the manufacturing plan is to create the structure of the plane, which is primarily 

composed of balsa. Structural components such as the ribs of the wing are made from the balsa sheets 

using a laser cutter or bandsaw. The wing is then dry-assembled using the carbon-fiber spar, wing ribs, 

and the leading and trailing edges. This initial assembly consists of running the spar through the wing 

ribs, spacing them out as designed, and attaching the leading and trailing edges, followed by taping this 

into place. The motor pod design is included into the rib construction, such that it can be easily fit into the 

assembly. During this time, adjustments can also be made with ease, and the alignment can be verified. 

With the dry assembly finalized, the structural assembly can be solidified using the epoxy and 

cyanoacrylate (CA). 
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Figure 9-2 Assembly of First Balsa Wing 

The solidified assembly should be inspected by hand to determine the sturdiness of the structure. Balsa 

stiffeners are then added throughout the wing and any weak areas of the assembly are reinforced. These 

additions are cemented in place using epoxy or CA. This skeleton of the wing should be rigid and light, as 

well as having trimmed edges, and excess epoxy cleaned off. This structure fabrication process is then 

repeated for the fuselage of the plane, as well as the nose and tail. These pieces are constructed 

separately due to their large sizes and the complexities of the nose and tail. 

At the borders that connect the fuselage to the nose and tail, brackets are made such that connections 

can be secured using pins. Four brackets are made at each connection plane, one for each edge of the 

rectangular fuselage cross section. These brackets are made of balsa and are like teeth that connect 

from each side, each with concentric through holes for a connecting cotter pin. Below is a picture of the 

underclassmen who helped with construction of the fuselage.  
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Figure 9-3 Underclassmen with Constructed Fuselage 

9.2.3 SUBSYSTEM INTEGRATION 

With the plane’s structure fabricated, other flight and mission systems can be integrated into the aircraft. 

First, the ailerons are attached in place at the trailing edge of the wing, near the wing tips. The aileron is 

made of balsa and is hinged to the trailing edge of the wing. For attachment, tape hinges were used on 

both the upper and lower surfaces of the aileron. The aileron was thinner than the trailing edge, however, 

and was attached such that the top surfaces were coplanar. This led to a pocket of open space at the 

connection between the wing and the aileron, on the lower surface. The control surfaces on the tail used 

plastic hinges, rather than tape hinges.  

The servos driving the ailerons are mounted to balsa within the structure, placed at the trailing edge, near 

the root-side edge of the aileron. The servo is oriented such that the servo arm swivels on the horizontal 

plane and is pointed towards the wing tip in its neutral position. A control horn is then screwed onto the 

aileron across from the servo arm and glued on if additional support is deemed necessary. A metal 

pushrod can be cut to size used to connect the control horn to the servo arm, but this step is completed 

after skin is applied to the aircraft. The process of adding the control servos, just as explained for the 

ailerons, is repeated for the construction of the rudder, and elevator. 

The rear landing gear, with two wheels, is mounted to the bottom of the wing using nylon bolts. The bolts 

are further secured using Loctite Threadlocker, to prevent them from shaking loose during flight. The front 

landing gear, consisting of one wheel and a metal rod, must then be fed through the bottom of the 
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fuselage near the nose, up to a servo connection. The landing gear control servo is then mounted in 

position within the fuselage, upright and with the servo arm rotating on the horizontal plane. A pushrod is 

added to the servo arm on one end and epoxied to the landing gear rod on the other. Epoxy was used in 

lieu of a set screw to grip the landing gear rod due to this assembly not gripping the landing gear rod well 

enough. Due to the large number of servos already in use, this additional servo required the use of 

another channel on the transmitter for steering, when taxiing on the ground. 

The motors, for one, are not directly mounted to the balsa structure. Instead, a motor mount is 3D printed 

out of PLA that is then itself epoxied to the front face of the wing’s motor pods. The motor can then be 

mounted to the PLA motor mount using an x-bracket. PLA is used for the motor mount for its increased 

clearance and its strength, which is necessary to better withstand the vibrations that the motor will be 

creating. The ESCs are then connected to the motors and placed inside the motor pod. Since the ESCs 

are light, they can be mounted to the internal structure using tape or Velcro. Finally, the propellers can be 

added to the motor shaft, and secured using a propeller nut. 

 

Figure 9-4 Mounted Propulsion System 

The fuselage must then be prepared for the placement of the battery. A sheet of balsa must be cut and 

glued to the inside of the bottom fuselage face, and at the front end where the battery will sit. Small balsa 

stoppers are cut to line the side faces of the battery to keep it centered with respect to the plane’s 

centerline. Finally, Velcro is added to the balsa, and to the battery. This battery mounting will prevent the 

battery from sliding or tilting during flight and will allow for adjustable battery placement in order to adjust 

the plane’s center of gravity. The battery is mounted after the final assembly, however, just prior to flight 

and is adjusted to obtain the correct center of gravity. 

Next, the receiver is mounted in the fuselage, which is done with Velcro or tape due to its light weight. 

The receiver is mounted in the center of the fuselage. With all the electrical components in place, all of 

the electrical wiring can be added. The battery is connected to both ESCs using a Y-connector, which 
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connects to the ESCs and the motors. A BEC, powered by one of the two ESCs, is then connected to the 

receiver, and each of the servos. Extension cables are used to reach from the BEC to the far-reaching 

servos in the tail and wing. The signal and ground wires of both ESCS and each of the servos must be 

connected to the receiver, such that communication may occur. Caution must be taken, however, to 

ensure that none of these components provide any power to the receiver, and instead only the BEC 

should be providing power. This is done to avoid electrical damage. Electronic connections must be 

detachable such that the tail wing can be attached or detached from the fuselage. 

9.2.4 AIRCRAFT SKIN AND FINAL ASSEMBLY 

The final step of manufacturing is to cover the aircraft structure with a Monokote skin, then attach the 

wing to the fuselage. This process is done independently for the wing, nose, fuselage, and tail. 

Appropriately sized slots must be made in the skin for servo operation, which must be cut into the skin. 

An open slot is also left in the bottom and rear of the motor pods to encourage air flow, used to cool the 

ESCs during operation. Furthermore, an access hatch is hinged to the top of the plane and skin applied 

such that it is flush with the fuselage where it is mounted. When the skin of the wing and fuselage are 

finished, the two can be attached together. Next, the noise and tail can be pinned to the fuselage using 

cotter pins. Ideally, the cotter pin ends are bent out with pliers to ensure the pin does not slip out. In the 

balsa prototype, an interference fit was used due to the cotter pins being too stiff to bend easily, which 

proved to be viable during the second flight test. Next, any unplugged wires are then reconnected except 

for the battery, which is only connected when the aircraft is flight readied. 
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Figure 9-5 Partially Finished Wing with Monokote Skin 

9.3 CONSTRUCTION METHODS 
The construction methods used during the build are in place to ensure quality construction. Construction 

quality is essential to mission success, as the reliability of the aircraft is limited by the quality of its 

construction. This section of the report details more specific details regarding how the plane is 

constructed, following the manufacturing plan. 

9.3.1 BALSA STRUCTURE 

For the balsa structure, 1/8” and 1/4" balsa sheets are used, as well as a 1/4" carbon fiber rod. The 1/4" 

balsa sheets are used to cut pieces for the fuselage, the tail, and the four thickest wing ribs. The 1/8” 

balsa sheets are used for the rest of the wing ribs. A local laser-cutting business was used for cutting the 

ribs for the balsa wing, and the leading and trailing edges of proper sizes were taken from a surplus in the 

lab and cut to length but could alternatively be bought. Any additional stiffeners can be made using a 
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band saw. All balsa components need to be oriented such that the predicted direction of stress is aligned 

with the direction of the grain, to prevent material failure. Each balsa component must be sanded along its 

edges if any roughness is present, to ensure clean and good contact between surfaces.  

 

Figure 9-6 Laser Cutting the Fuselage Structure 

The dry assembly can be held together using tape, and final adjustments of pieces were made to fit the 

designed arrangements. In solidifying the assembly, epoxy is used on high-stress regions and contacts, 

while cyanoacrylate is used on less strenuous regions due to its lighter weight and strength. Care must be 

taken to remove any excess epoxy and CA. This must be done as any excess adds unnecessary weight 

and can deform the surface around connections, creating a less aerodynamic surface. 

9.3.2 SUBSYSTEM INTEGRATION 

All control servos must be centered before operation. This means that the servo arm should be 

perpendicular to the push rod, and the aileron should be in its undeflected, neutral position. This ensure 

that the controls are coordinated well with the servo orientation, as well as giving the largest range of 

motion. This calibration can be performed using a servo tester or transmitter to determine the current 

neutral of the aileron, followed by a realignment of the servo arm. This process must be repeated for 

every control surface. 

When handling electronics and wiring, the utmost care must be taken to prevent any electrical shorts. 

Heat shrink tubes should be used to cover up exposed any exposed conductor after soldering, and all 

wiring should be well insulated. If possible, all components should be purchased, as electronics from 

credible sources are likely more reliable than ones soldered by hand. Wires lengths should be 

predetermined such that a small amount of slack is left in wiring, with little excess. Wiring should be 

bundled when multiple wires are close together and taped to the structure for rigidity. For power safety, a 

switch is installed near the battery that can open the circuit to shut off power. This is done by splicing an 

external connector in series with the positive battery output, similar to a fuse. That switch allows for 
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normal operation, though can be disconnected to shut off the circuit. Any electrical connections are 

soldered to ensure the best connections. 

9.3.3 AIRCRAFT SKIN 

The aircraft skin, Monokote, is wrapped around the surface and shrunk to fit by applying heat. First, the 

target structure surface is measured for dimensions, and a Monokote section is cut out to match the size. 

The Monokote section is then laid over the target surface, and any excess Monokote is folded over the 

edges. A heating iron is then applied to the outside of the Monokote, where it contacts the structure. This 

causes the skin to grip the structure, and when the process is completed the skin will be smoothly laid 

over the structure, with minimal ripples or kinks. A heat gun can also be used to heat large sections of 

Monokote to shrink fit the skin. Slots must be cut into the skin where any servos or pushrods may extrude 

from, and this can be done using a razor edge. 

 

Figure 9-7 Applying Monokote to the Wing Structure 
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9.4 MANUFACTURING SCHEDULE 

 

Figure 9-8 Manufacturing Schedule 

9.5 MANUFACTURING CHALLENGES 
Manufacturing an aircraft can be difficult, and often comes with challenges. Analyzing these challenges to 

find solutions is essential for making a quality product. Iterative design makes such analysis practical, and 

aids in perfecting construction techniques to make a high-quality product. 

9.5.1 MATERIAL PROBLEMS 

Some of the materials used in construction require special care to be used effectively. The best example 

of this type of issue is with the use of balsa wood. While the balsa wood is great due to its light weight, 

the strength of the material is lacking. Because of the lack of strength of the balsa and the anisotropic 

nature of wood, the orientation of the wood used in construction makes a big difference. More specifically, 

the wood is most resistant to tension in the direction parallel to the grain, while being weak to tension 

against the grain. This became a problem when the chosen laser-cutting service used had made some 

cuts of the wing ribs that were oriented poorly, making the ribs very weak to any torsion the wing may 

experience. Additionally, the wood used to mate the tail and nose sections to the fuselage of the balsa 

prototype was also installed such that the grain was parallel to the connection plane, making it weak. The 

former was easily solved by using additional balsa stiffeners to compensate for weakness in the ribs, 

though the latter was not easily solved and lead to structural failure at the connection between the tail and 

fuselage, during one test flight. This material problem was the most challenging for the balsa prototype, 

though it can be prevented in future prototypes with more attention and care to proper grain orientation. 

The Monokote proved difficult and challenging to work with. A smooth surface is aerodynamic, which 

Monokote is intended to provide. The application of this skin to the balsa structure, using heat, provides 

little room for error. If the dimensions of the Monokote section are slightly erroneous, its application could 

result in various wrinkles and kinks in the Monokote, which could cause unnecessary drag. This challenge 
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was exacerbated by the difficulty in cutting curved Monokote sections with the available tools. The motor 

pods were the most difficult features to apply skin to, due to their awkward curvature. This issue was 

partially alleviated by cutting oversized sections and making small cuts along the edges towards the 

center, allowing the overlapping section to fold over the edge smoothly and eliminate wrinkles. 

Foam, most notably during the second prototype, was challenging to work with due to its flimsiness. This 

issue is seen in the T-tail, where the stabilizing surfaces would flex easily with an applied stress. 

Additional bracing was used to combat this issue, providing more rigidity between the stabilizing surfaces. 

This additional material comes at a price, both in weight and a slight penalty in aerodynamics as well. No 

additional bracing proved to completely correct the issue, however. The solution to this material problem 

is to upgrade to a sturdier material, such as balsa. 

9.5.2 TECHNICAL PROBLEMS 

Several of the steps in the construction process proved challenging or problematic to perform. First, the 

tail of the full balsa prototype was flimsy and required reinforcement, which epoxy ended up being used 

for. The epoxy alone could not manage to fix this instability, so an additional bracket was used to make 

the mating between the horizontal and vertical stabilizers to be more rigid. These reinforcements together 

were heavy, causing the plane to become tail heavy. This problem could only be resolved by shifting the 

battery further forward such that the center of gravity was in the correct position. This tail heaviness likely 

also contributed to the structural failure of the tail during the test flight of the balsa prototype. This 

problem is solvable by strengthening the connection between the fuselage and the tail. 

The ailerons experienced problems in the third test flight due to the techniques in which the ailerons were 

installed. The thin aileron size and the way in which it was hinged hindered the range of motion of the 

aileron, which limited the controllability of the craft. Thicker ailerons, as well as an alignment colinear to 

the chord of the wing will help to avoid this moving forward. The control horns used to connect the servo 

push rods to the aileron also had problems: the glue and screws used to hold the control horn down were 

not enough to keep the connection rigid during flight. The control horn was loose which caused control 

problems during the test flight. Using longer screws that travel further into a thicker aileron would help to 

make this more secure. 

10 TESTING PLAN  

The Testing Plan shall describe all the major ground and flight tests, collected data/conclusions from each 

test, subsystem testing, and scheduling of major tests. Testing is a crucial aspect to the design project 

such that it allows the team to determine which components will or will not allow our team to complete all 

the objectives during competition efficiently. A portion of the testing was completed before the flight tests 

to avoid critical failures such as extensive loads on the wing or failure within the propulsion system. To 

address these concerns the team conducted propulsion testing on a static motor stand and a wing 
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loading test similar to the wing loading test that would have been implemented by the judges at the DBF 

competition.  

10.1 FIRST FLIGHT TEST 

10.1.1 TEST SETUP 

The first flight test was conducted using an all foam prototype, dual-engine setup, t-tail, and low wing. The 

airfoil used during the first flight test was the NACA 4311 which is a flat bottom airfoil that can be easily 

manufactured from foam. The first flight test focused on the first and last mission of the competition as 

well as determining whether our propulsion system was efficient enough to complete the flight tests. 

Table 10-1 describes the flight summary during the first flight test. 

Icarus Mk I Flights Summary Success [Yes/No] 

Flight 1 No payload Yes 

Flight 2 Telemetry Setup with Camera Yes 

Flight 3 Short Banner with Camera (single 

streamer – 70 ft.) 

Yes 

Flight 4 Long Banner with Camera (two 

streamers – 140 ft.) 

Yes 

Table 10-1 First Flight Test Summary 

The Icarus Mk I had a rectangular fuselage and a wingspan of 58 inches and chord of 10 inches. The 

control surfaces on the aircraft were oversized as requested by our pilot. Our pilot is experienced with RC 

aircraft and prefers the aircraft to be over stable rather than under, therefore the Icarus Mk I had 

oversized control surfaces and a static margin of roughly 13.57%. Observing Figure 10-1, the Icarus Mk I 

had a few different instruments such as a barometer, GPS, and accelerometer attached to obtain useful 

quantitative data such as groundspeed. It was determined that our cruise groundspeed was about 35 

mph and our top speed was about 40 mph. These values allowed our team to perform more accurate 

calculations for lift and drag during cruise.  
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Figure 10-1 Icarus Mk I 

10.1.2 COLLECTED DATA/CONCLUSIONS FOR FIRST FLIGHT TEST 

Upon completion of the first flight test it was determined that the Icarus Mk I flew and handled well 

according to our pilot and there were no major stability issues to report. After our pilot reported that there 

were no major stability issues, we decided to keep our static margin at 13.57% for future flight tests to 

remain consistent. When our team attached the 140-foot streamer to simulate the drag of our future 

banner the aircraft was clearly underpowered with the two 880 Kv rated motors. There were also heating 

issues with the ESCs and motors, which was noted for future prototypes. 

After analyzing the results of our first flight test it was clear that ventilation for the propulsion system was 

essential for future prototypes. It was also determined that we needed to use higher Kv rated motors and 

propellers with larger pitch for future prototypes. The last improvement was to create a hinged roof on the 

aircraft to easily access the internals of the aircraft to adjust the center of gravity if necessary. Our next 

prototype shall have a foam fuselage and balsa wing so that our team can analyze the performance of 

our balsa wing with our desired airfoil for competition. 

10.2 SECOND FLIGHT TEST 

10.2.1 TEST SETUP 

The second flight test was conducted using an aircraft with a foam fuselage, balsa wing, dual-engine 

setup, t-tail, and low wing. The airfoil used during the second flight test was the NACA 6412 which is a 

moderately cambered airfoil that shall provide our aircraft with the extra lift necessary to complete the 
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second and third missions successfully at competition. The second flight test focused on the first and last 

missions of the competition as well as determining whether our new propulsion system was efficient 

enough to takeoff within the required twenty feet for competition. Table 10-2 describes the flight summary 

during the second flight test. 

Icarus Mk II Flights Summary Success [Yes/No] 

Flight 1 No payload Yes 

Flight 2 No payload Yes 

Flight 3 20-foot takeoff No 

Flight 4 20-foot takeoff Yes 

Flight 5 Single lap with banner Yes 

Table 10-2 Second Flight Test Summary 

The Icarus Mk II had the exact dimensions of the aircraft that we plan our final aircraft to have for 

competition. To remain consistent with the Icarus Mk I the Mk II had a static margin of 13.57% since our 

pilot was fond of the stability characteristics of the Icarus Mk I.  

 

Figure 10-2 Icarus Mk II 

10.2.2 COLLECTED DATA/CONCLUSIONS FOR SECOND FLIGHT TEST 

Upon completion of the second flight test it was determined that the Icarus Mk II was less stable than the 

Mk I. After discussing with our pilot, he believes that this was because half of our aircraft is constructed of 

foam which can flex during flight and the wing is made of balsa thus rigid. During the first two flights in the 

second flight test we observed the tail flex during flight which was causing the stability issues during flight. 

Our pilot is certain that once we have a full balsa prototype our aircraft will once again be stable. The 

Icarus Mk II included ventilation for the propulsion system, which exceeded expectations considering that 
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the motors and ESCs never warmed up after each flight. The NACA 6412 also provided the aircraft with 

much more lift than the NACA 4311 from the first flight test which was expected. The third and fourth flight 

focused on our aircraft taking off within the twenty-foot requirement. The first attempt resulted in the 

aircraft taking off in roughly 22 feet. We then realized that this was the same battery from the previous 

flight tests. We then replaced this battery with a fully charged 5800 mAh Li-Po and had a takeoff distance 

of about eighteen feet. At the conclusion of our flight test, the team loaded a 3 x 5-foot flag to the aircraft 

to simulate the drag of the banner for competition. The aircraft took off and landed successfully with the 

banner, but our aircraft did not have the banner deployment system attached. This flight test with the 

banner was to simulate the amount of drag that our aircraft may experience during competition and not so 

focused on the deployment/detachment of the banner. 

After analyzing the results of our second flight test it was clear that our balsa wing provided our aircraft 

with a great amount of lift to complete the second and third missions at competition. The new ventilation 

system that we designed with the motor pods was successful and kept the motors and ESCs cool during 

all flights. Our new propulsion system with dual 950 Kv motors provided our aircraft with enough power to 

complete the twenty-foot takeoff requirement, but more powerful motors will provide our team with greater 

margins at competition. Our next prototype, the Icarus Mk III will be constructed fully out of balsa and 

shall carry the payload for missions two and three. 

10.3 THIRD FLIGHT TEST 

10.3.1 TEST SETUP 

The third flight test was conducted using a full balsa wood model. The dimensions were similar to the 

previous two aircrafts with a few minor adjustments to dimensioning within the fuselage. Our team reused 

the same wing that was attached to the second prototype; therefore, no adjustments were made to the 

wing on the third prototype. The third flight test focused on the second and third missions of the 

competition and to determine if our aircraft would be competitive within the competition. Table 10-3 

describes the flight summary during the third flight test. 

Icarus Mk III Flights Summary Success [Yes/No] 

Flight 1 No Payload No 

Flight 2 No Payload No [Critical Failure] 

Table 10-3 Third Flight Test Summary 

The Icarus Mk III was a full balsa model that had many similarities to the second prototype, but it had a 

new propulsion system. Instead of using 950 Kv rated motors we used 1250 Kv rated motors with the 

same 5800 mAh LiPo battery. 
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Figure 10-3 Icarus Mk III 

10.3.2 COLLECTED DATA/CONCLUSIONS FOR THIRD FLIGHT TEST 

During the first flight within the third flight test our pilot did not have much control of the ailerons and 

noticed that the center of gravity was not in the correct place. During this flight test it was rather windy 

with winds in the 10-mph range and gusts up to 15-mph. We believed that this may have been a factor of 

poor control. Due to control and stability issues our pilot landed the aircraft. Upon landing the connection 

between the nose of the aircraft and the fuselage sheared. Our team decided that these connections 

were too weak for competition and would be a problem that we would address within the construction of 

the next aircraft. In the meantime, we glued the connections back on, adjusted the center of gravity by 

moving the battery, and prepared for our next flight. 

The second flight within the third flight test was another simple flight test with no payload. The team 

wanted to make sure the center of gravity was adjusted correctly before continuing with the payload 

flights. During this flight, our pilot mentioned that the center of gravity was in the correct spot, but he still 

had poor control of the ailerons. He attempted to land the aircraft but could hardly turn and the aircraft 

crashed. 
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Figure 10-4 Icarus Mk III Crash 

After analyzing the remains of the aircraft our team noticed a major problem within the ailerons. The 

control horns attached to the ailerons we slotted into the wood with no glue. With the movement from the 

push rod, the control horn fatigued the wood where the aileron was attached. Overtime the gap between 

the control horn insert and the wood from the aileron became greater until the control horn eventually 

popped out of the aileron. The aircraft had minor control issues during the flight test a few weeks prior 

and had worse control during the third flight test. After discussing the outcome of the third flight test 

amongst the team we agreed that the main cause of failure was from the control horns not being glued to 

the ailerons. 

This critical failure taught our team that we needed to perform a better job at inspecting the aircraft 

subsystems before each flight. This minor detail was overlooked by the whole team and it was a mistake 

that we felt would only benefit us in the future because it would force us to have more thorough pre-flight 

inspections. Unfortunately, we were not able to complete another aircraft due to the COVID-19 pandemic. 

If the pandemic were not an issue, our team knows that we would have successfully manufactured an 

aircraft that would have been competitive within the competition in Wichita, Kansas. 

10.4 TEST PLAN SCHEDULE 
To ensure that our team could manufacture a successful aircraft the subsystems performed 

tests/analysis’ before construction. The aerodynamics and controls leads performed majority of their 

analysis within XFLR5. This was done early October to ensure that the conceptual design of our aircraft 

was feasible. The Landing Gear & Payload lead performed stress analysis induced on the landing gear 
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within SolidWorks. The electrical/power systems lead performed motor and battery tests on a static motor 

test stand. This process began October of last year to ensure that our propulsion system will allow our 

aircraft to complete all three missions in a safe and efficient manner. The Structures lead has been 

running stress analyses on the aircraft within SolidWorks to ensure that our aircraft can withstand 

strenuous loads during flight. The schedule for subsystem and flight tests is shown in Figure 10-5. 

 

Figure 10-5 Test Plan Schedule 

Our team completed three out of our four scheduled flight tests. Our next flight test was scheduled for 

April 4, 2020 but we were not able to meet this deadline due to the COVID-19 pandemic. The fourth flight 

test would have featured a competition ready aircraft that would have been manufactured out of balsa 

wood. The fourth prototype would have been the competition plane and we would have completed more 

thorough pre-flight inspections to ensure that the aircraft was ready to fly successfully. Our team is 

confident that that our fourth aircraft would have been competitive at competition against opposing 

Universities. 

10.5 FLIGHT CHECKLISTS 
To make flight tests safer and more enjoyable, we have developed a pre-flight checklist that must be 

satisfied before the aircraft takes off. We have created a Safety Officer position who be on the runway 

with the aircraft and the pilot before takeoff. The safety officer shall have the following pre-flight checklist 

and examine the aircraft in order determine if it is safe to proceed with the flight.  
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Table 10-4 Pre-Flight Checklist 

11 PERFORMANCE RESULTS 

The Performance Results section overviews the tested performance of the aircraft and its systems, as 

well as a comparison to its predicted performance. 
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11.1 SUBSYSTEM PERFORMANCE 

11.1.1 PROPULSION 

The powerplant of the aircraft is one 4-cell, 5800 mAh LiPo battery, which was chosen for its sufficiently 

high energy that still meets the 100 Wh limit and has a relatively low weight. This battery specification was 

used for test flights, as well as propulsion testing. The battery proved to be adequate, as one battery 

could sustain flight for longer than the expected 5-minute mission time, with time to spare. 

Two E-flite Power 1250 Kv motors were chosen for the aircraft’s propulsion system. The pair was chosen 

to provide enough thrust to allow for competitive flight speeds and payload carrying capacity. Additionally, 

having a pair of motors is beneficial for the third mission, as propwash along both sides of the banner can 

stabilize it during flight. In flight tests, however, this banner stabilizing effect was not experienced, as the 

banner was experiencing visual deformation during the second test flight. 

Multiple motor and propeller combinations were tested on the static test stand by the underclassmen and 

our propulsion lead. The propeller size chosen for the propulsion system are 11’x7’. The 11 in diameter is 

limited by the ground clearance of the plane, and the pitch must be increased to provide enough thrust at 

the expected flight speeds. The propeller size was designed to provide at least enough thrust to 

overcome drag at expected flight speeds, plus extra thrust for acceleration and maneuvering. In flight, the 

propulsion system provided more than enough thrust to overcome drag, providing the ability for short 

takeoffs, high angles of attack, and high maneuverability in flight. The 20ft takeoff requirement was met 

during the second flight test, and aggressive climb angles were achievable, including those greater than 

the stall angle of the chosen airfoil. This onsite propulsion testing was necessary to determine whether 

the chosen motor and propeller configuration could complete the three missions safely and efficiently. 

The tested performance of the propulsion system was adequate compared to the predicted results. An 

RC Benchmark Dynamometer Series 1580 Motor Stand was used to test the propulsion system, shown in 

Figure 11-1. 
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Figure 11-1 Propulsion System Test Bench 

From static tests of the current propulsion configuration, a maximum static thrust of 2.27 lbs per motor 

was achieved, which is more than enough to overcome the experienced drag in missions 1 and 2, with 

excess thrust for maneuvering and acceleration. The plane was not underpowered according to the 

predictions, though the banner’s effects on required thrust was underestimated due to the complexity of 

the analysis. More thrust would benefit the third mission, though these results would be most easily 

determined through flight testing or wind tunnel testing. Further iterations will allow for testing of a more 

powerful propulsion system, to ensure success in the third mission. 

11.1.2 CONTROLS 

In the second flight test, the aircraft was flown in cruise as well as a variety of maneuvers. From this, the 

stability of the aircraft could be qualitatively analyzed by the pilot. The second flight test suggested that 

the plane was statically stable for pitch and yaw, but not for roll. A slight roll instability caused the plane to 

tend to roll in one consistent direction, though it easily corrected by the pilot. The suspected cause of this 

roll instability was fluctuation in the foam tail, causing consistent asymmetric moments in the roll direction. 

The simulated stability of the aircraft suggested static stability in yaw, pitch, and roll; the experienced roll 

instability contradicts these predictions. Due to the biased, one-directional nature of this instability, 

however, upgrading to a more rigid fuselage may be a solution to this issue. 

Throughout flight, control of the aircraft was maintained during cruise and turns. The ailerons maintained 

function as well as the rudder and elevator. With the banner deployed, deep stall was a concern 

regarding the tail control surfaces. Fortunately, no control issues were noticed during flight with the 

banner deployed. 
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11.1.3 AERODYNAMICS 

Using flight velocity data from flight tests, the experimental lift and drag can be calculated. Based on 

Tucson’s atmosphere, where the flight test was located, the plane experienced approximately 9.40 lbs of 

Lift, and 0.62 lbs of drag at its flight velocity of 35.8 mph. This gives a lift-to-drag ratio of 15.17. The 

predicted aerodynamic forces during cruise were 12.23 lbs of lift, and 0.81 lbs of drag, providing a 

predicted lift-to-drag ratio of 15.10. Compared to the test results, approximately 75% of the expected lift 

was achieved, though the drag experienced was reduced by the same factor, providing a similar lift-to-

drag ratio.  

11.1.4 STRUCTURES 

The final iteration of the aircraft was a full balsa wood model. Structural performance of the aircraft was 

determined through a wing tip loading test, as well as observations of the structure from flight testing. The 

aircraft with the balsa wing survived the wing tip loading test without any signs of damage, implying good 

structural soundness of the wing. A 10 lb weight was used for the wing tip loading test as an overestimate 

of the fuselage weight, which is shown in Figure 11-2. 

 

Figure 11-2 Wing Tip Loading Test 

The balsa wing survived flight testing with no indications of structural failure, excluding the third flight test. 

The foam fuselage and balsa wing combination used in the second flight test, however, did perform 

poorly compared to what was expected of the fuselage. Once the aircraft was operating in cruise, some 

possible flex in the foam tail was detected by the pilot, through a lack of in-flight stability. Furthermore, 

manually applying a load to the foam fuselage or tail revealed its lack of rigidity compared to that of the 

balsa wing. This validates the design choice of using a primarily balsa fuselage for later models of the 

plane, which will boast greater structural stability without a problematic weight penalty. 

11.2 SYSTEM PERFORMANCE 

11.2.1 FLIGHT TESTS 

The performance of our complete aircraft was put to the test in a total of three flight tests. The first flight 

test was the major test to see if all subsystem design, calculations, and integration were done correctly. 

The first flight test was the foam model with flat bottom airfoil and our first set of motors. During the first 

test flight the foam model performed as expected by all subsystem predictions. The only exception was 
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some vibrating issues from the not so rigid foam body and unbalanced props. Both of those problems 

were solved with new propellers and the construction of the balsa body. The motors were also upgraded 

after first flight test to increase thrust for banner mission. The second flight test used the new motors and 

propellers with the newly created balsa wing and foam fuselage. The test showed similar results to the 

first test only helped emphasize the need for a complete balsa model to lessen the vibration of the 

swaying foam body. The third flight test consisted of a full balsa model and 1250 Kv rated motors. The 

aircraft failed to land successfully, and results were presented in previous sections. Although, the third 

flight test was unsuccessful our team was aware of the precautions and changes necessary to 

manufacture another successful aircraft.  

11.2.2 MISSION READINESS 

The experimental results from the flight tests combined with the simulated results shows that the plane 

design will be able to complete mission 1 without any problems. Mission 2 will depend on our placement 

of the passengers to achieve a similar center of gravity, so we get the same stability performance. In 

simulation the aircraft can produce enough lift to carry our targeted number of passengers to complete 

Mission 2. Mission 3 is still in the works of being tested currently, however after the second test flight we 

have an estimation on how the plane will perform with the banner, but more experimental tests need to be 

done to ensure good performance in this mission. As for the ground mission our passenger restraint 

system was tested for speed and totaled at about a minute and half which is a number, we are happy with 

but will continue to work on and improve in the weeks to come.  

12 CONCLUSION 

The Design, Build, Fly University of Arizona 2020 design team developed a remote-controlled aircraft for 

the international 2020 American Institute of Aeronautics and Astronautics Design/Build/Fly competition on 

April 16-19 in Wichita, Kansas. The design emphasized speed, cargo carrying capacity, as well as 

deployment and detachment of a banner.  

The team constructed a 58-inch wingspan, low-wing, T-tail aircraft with twin engines. The design features 

an integrated passenger bay inside the fuselage with oversized control surfaces for improved 

maneuverability when carrying many passengers. A banner deployment and detachment mechanism 

allows for a banner to deploy mid-flight and detach from the aircraft before landing. The twin-engine 

configuration provides sufficient stability and properly orients the banner in flight. Large propellers provide 

both ample thrust for multiple mission types and turbulent flow over the wings for prolonged lift 

generation.  

Preliminary prototyping and flight testing verified the design as stable and flightworthy. Final testing 

evaluated and optimized propulsion, structures, and payload systems and enhanced mission scoring 

potential. 
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Challenges including budget constraints, unfavorable weather causing testing delays, and COVID-19 

related postponements and cancellations. The entire team learned how to design, build, test, and fly an 

RC aircraft from scratch, from conceptualization and simulation to construction and flight testing. We also 

learned project management skills, beneficial teamwork dynamics, advanced engineering concepts, 

procurement, manufacturing, and technical communication. We have genuinely enjoyed this project from 

start to finish! We would like to thank Dr. Jeff Jepson, Dr. Jekan Thanga, Dr. Sergey Shkarayev, the AIAA 

UArizona Student Chapter, the AIAA Tucson Chapter, the Department of Aerospace and Mechanical 

Engineering, and to the countless others that have helped us throughout this amazing journey! 
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